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ABSTRACT 

Observations have shown that minor changes in the stress state of faults can be 

significant enough to induce seismic slip. One source of these minor stress changes is 

from naturally occurring earthquakes located several fault dimensions away from the 

triggered fault. The seismic waves generated can induce a cascade of other earthquakes 

as they pass through the crust, however, the details of this process are not understood. 

The current study uses a dynamic rupture model – a powerful tool for simulating 

physically-realistic earthquakes – to determine the stresses produced in the earth next to 

active faults. These simulations are paired with separate simulations of the granular 

material inside a fault zone where that granular material is subjected to dynamic stress 

perturbations similar to what is produced by the dynamic rupture simulations. 

 

Together, these two methods provide a unique window into earthquake triggering. For 

the first time we observe off-fault values, particularly stress and strain rate changes, 

produced by a passing fault rupture. The dynamic stress perturbations consist of sudden 

stress peaks coincident with rupture passage, often several MPa worth of change, far 

above what has been seen to cause triggering. When a similar perturbation was put into 

the granular code as a sudden pulse in the normal stress, several different behaviors were 

observed depending on the perturbation amplitude and the distance from failure. The 

work presented in this dissertation should be seen as the groundwork for a future linking 

of the dynamic rupture and granular codes into a single model that uses the output of one 

code as the inputs for another.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background 

It is believed that faults in the Earth's crust are perpetually in a state of near-failure. This 

precarious position means that slight changes or perturbations in stress have the potential 

to push critically stressed faults over the brink and induce seismic slip. Such seismic 

triggering can be caused by anthropogenic activities, such as fluid injection or extraction 

(Segall, 1989; Shapiro and Dinske, 2009), as well as by natural earthquakes (Hill et al., 

1993; Freed, 2005; Prejean et al., 2004). Scientists have seen this happen, but the exact 

mechanisms which lead to slip are still poorly understood. This is due, in part, to the fact 

that geologically active faults are complex structures, marked by an interaction of many 

different physical processes at varying time and length scales. Much progress has been 

made by utilizing advanced computer models as an effective way of studying the 

different components of such systems (Bizzarri, 2010; Griffa et al., 2013). However, 

little has been done to link these various models together into a more complete and 

realistic simulation of the natural world. The current study aims to do this by examining 

the relationship between two specific facets of faults: 1) the radiated energy generated by 

an earthquake and 2) the behavior of the granular material inside the fault zone before, 

during, and after interacting with dynamic stress perturbations. 

In nature, this granular material is known as “fault gouge”, essentially an unconsolidated 

mixture of crushed grains, as well as various fluids, which is found within most geologic 

fault zones. This is the weakest portion of a fault and is believed to be the most likely 
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area of future slip. Despite the importance, the basic physics of how intergranular 

friction in the fault core relates to the fault strength remains poorly understood, 

particularly in regards to the dynamic stresses such a system would experience via 

passing seismic waves. 

Furthermore, in the case of an actual earthquake, the effects of the propagation direction, 

duration, and speed of rupture on nearby faults is not well categorized. The off-fault 

damage and radiation is strongly dependent on material properties of the medium and the 

fault geometry. Numerical models of fault zones have been used to predict how these 

details are manifested in the radiated seismic signal and the expected ground motion, 

however, the presence of granular material inside the fault is often ignored entirely in 

these fault-scale models, even though it undoubtedly plays a part in the triggering of slip 

on faults. Both the type of dynamic stress produced during rupture, and the influence 

those stresses have on granular material in the fault core are open questions that require 

careful study. 

The inherent multi-scale nature of this problem has made linking the effects of the 

granular material on fault stability to the types of rupture events that can trigger slip on 

nearby faults quite difficult. Questions such as how pore fluid excitation influences slip 

nucleation and duration, as well as the rupture conditions capable of producing such 

excitations have yet to be examined in any meaningful way. Similarly, inquiries into the 

role fault gouge has in determining fault stability, the evolution of the fault gouge itself 
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during seismic events, and possible triggering of seismicity due to pore pressure changes 

in the gouge are all open areas of research. 

As a way to begin studying these systems, a methodical examination of how dynamic 

stress perturbations of the gouge results in seismic slip, as well as the characterization of 

seismic radiation produced by different seismic rupture speeds in different media, is 

needed. We propose such a study by utilizing two separate numerical models for each 

aspect, and linking the results together into a more complete view of earthquake 

triggering. 

1.2 Observations of Triggering 

Earthquake prediction has long been a focus of the geophysics community, but one that 

has shown little progress in recent years. However, for several large earthquakes a causal 

relationship has been observed between the main shock and subsequent earthquakes 

occurring at distances greater than several rupture dimensions away (Hill et al., 1993; 

Gomberg and Davis, 1995; Brodsky and Prejean, 2005). This observational evidence of 

such naturally “triggered” earthquakes, coupled with our understanding of man-made 

earthquake triggering through fluid injection and withdrawal, convinced many that 

earthquakes do interact with each other, and that the occurrence of one earthquake may 

be used to predict where seismicity is likely in the near future. 

Despite these observations, the underlying mechanisms that cause the new events remain 

unclear. Further complicating matters is the breadth of earthquake phenomena associated 
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with triggering, from typical aftershock distributions to aseismic afterslip on nearby 

faults or low-magnitude earthquake swarms (Hill et al., 1993). Triggering is also 

extremely common in areas of hydrothermal or magmatic activity, such as The Geysers 

in California (Gomberg and Davis, 1996), indicating that fluids may play an important 

role in the triggering process. 

1.3 Static and Dynamic Triggering 

The most successful explanations of fault triggering examine how faults interact through 

their stress fields, although changes in the strain or displacement field may also be 

relevant (van der Elst and Brodsky, 2010). Most of the observations addressed via the 

stress transfer model and are believed to be the result of either static or dynamic stress 

changes. 

Static stress changes refer to instantaneous and permanent changes in the stress state 

surrounding a fault that has slipped. Stress is transferred along different portions of the 

slipping fault, with some areas being relieved of stress and others being increased. These 

deformations are time independent and attenuate rapidly with distance from the fault, 

typically as the inverse-cube of the distance from the main fault (Hill et al., 1993; 

Anderson et al., 1994). 

These stress changes are incorporated into the well-developed Coulomb failure stress, 

given by 

∆𝐶𝐹𝑆 =  ∆𝜏𝑠 − 𝜇(Δ𝜎𝑛 − Δ𝑃) (1.1) 
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, where Δ𝜏𝑠 is the change in shear stress in the slip direction on the potential fault, Δ𝜎𝑛 is 

the change in normal stress on the same fault, and Δ𝑃 is the change in pore pressure, and 

μ is the friction coefficient (Scholz, 2002).  

 

Calculating ΔCFS depends on knowledge of the fault geometry and slip distribution of 

the causative earthquake, as well as the magnitude and orientation of the regional stress 

field and an estimate of μ (Scholz, 2002). In areas where ΔCFS > 0, the initial 

earthquake has increased the chances of slip on nearby faults, while ΔCFS < 0 has 

moved any local faults further from failure. Most aftershock distributions correlate 

strongly to positive ΔCFS regions, while negative regions form a “stress shadow” in 

which the fault is relaxed and the rate of seismicity has decreased (Stein et al., 1992; 

Harris, 1998).  

 

In general, the Coulomb Failure Stress explains observations well, particularly the 

aftershock distribution and other near-field features. It has also shown that static stress 

changes as low as 0.01 MPa, just a fraction of earthquake stress drops, can trigger 

seismicity (King et al., 1994; Brodsky and Prejean, 2005), suggesting that many faults 

are critically stressed and very close to failure (Scholz, 2002). However, significant 

problems remain, in particular the inability of static stress changes to trigger earthquakes 

in the far field. The stress enhancement falls rapidly to zero at distances more than a few 

fault dimensions away, yet earthquakes have been triggered at distances of up to 17 fault 

dimensions (Hill et al., 1993). Another common feature of triggered earthquakes is a 
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time delay between the triggering agent, such as a static stress increase or the passage of 

seismic waves, and the triggered event. These earthquakes happen days, weeks, or even 

years after the main shock (Gomberg and Bodin, 1994; Gomberg et al., 2004). Static 

stress change models typically explain this time delay between events via a time-

dependent frictional response of the fault to the static stress change, but this does not 

always match with observed triggering sequences and is highly dependent on the friction 

law chosen (Harris, 1998). 

 

The first observations of an earthquake triggering events several hundred kilometers 

away come from the 1992 𝑀𝑤= 7.2 Landers, CA earthquake (Hill et al., 1993). This 

earthquake resulted in a sharp increase in seismicity throughout the western United 

States for a period of hours to weeks after the initial event, including a 𝑀𝑠= 5.4 

earthquake at Little Skull Mountain, over 200 km from Landers (Gomberg and Bodin, 

1994). Subsequent observations, particularly of the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake, also 

in California, and the 1999 Izmit earthquake in Turkey, further contributed to the 

acknowledgement that earthquakes had the potential to interact with distant faults in a 

way that produced more earthquakes. Finally, the colossal 2002 𝑀𝑤 = 7.9 Denali, Alaska 

earthquake put the debate to rest by triggering seismicity from British Columbia to 

Mexico (Gomberg et al., 2004; Freed, 2005). 

 

Since static stress changes diminish rapidly with distance from the fault, earthquakes 

triggered in the far field, several rupture dimensions away, are thought to be caused by 
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dynamic stress changes carried by transient seismic waves. Corroborating this, triggered 

events frequently begin just as surface waves pass the triggered fault (Brodsky and van 

der Elst, 2014). Dynamic stresses are just as capable of triggering near-field aftershocks, 

however, there are competing static stress changes that close to the fault, which makes 

identifying near-field events caused by dynamic stresses difficult (Freed, 2005). 

 

One feature of dynamic triggering is a strong directivity effect, where triggered 

earthquakes are spatially related to the original rupture direction. Seismic energy is 

focused in the direction the rupture propagates, which results in the greatest dynamic 

stresses in this direction. Figure 1.1 shows the results of Gomberg et al. (2004) for the 

2002 Denali rupture, where the direction of maximum radiation corresponds well with 

the regions of notable seismic rate increase (Figure 1.1).  

 

While the occurrence of dynamic triggering is without doubt, the mechanism of failure is 

still unknown. A major problem with dynamic triggering is the transient nature of the 

stress perturbation, where the stress state returns to the initial state once the waves have 

passed. The expected seismicity would have to occur as the waves pass and the stress 

state is changed. This immediate triggering is seen, however, the bulk of dynamically 

triggered seismicity occurs after a delay of seconds to weeks following the original event 

(Freed, 2005). This implies that the dynamic stresses either change the system, and the 

failure criteria that must be met, or initiate a secondary mechanism that leads to rupture.  
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At the very least, there seems to be a minimum amplitude threshold for dynamic 

triggering to occur (Gomberg and Davis, 1996; Prejean et al., 2004; Brodsky and 

Prejean, 2005; Van der Elst and Brodsky, 2010), but which property that threshold 

applies to (stress, strain, strain rate) and any exact values vary from study to study and 

cannot be generalized with confidence. Any understanding of which transients are most 

likely to trigger a new earthquake on a fault will rely on a more complete understanding 

of the failure mechanism. Such an understanding can only be found through a microscale 

Figure 1.1 Reprinted from Gomberg et al. (2004), their Figure 4. Distribution of seismicity 

following the 2002 Denali earthquake and peak ground velocity measurements. The green bar 

indicates the direction of maximum radiation, as expected from a north to south propagating 

rupture. The sites with triggered rate increases are roughly consistent with the direction of 

maximum radiation. 
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analysis of the stability of the slipping surface. For this, we must look at the granular 

material found in the fault core. 

1.4 Granular Triggering 

Recently, several authors have investigated the effect of dynamic perturbations on 

stressed granular materials. This stems from the current knowledge of fault structure 

which involves a narrow, highly strained zone termed the fault core where the most 

shear takes place (Chester et al., 1993). This core is filled with fault gouge, the broken 

and ground rock debris that forms from the two sides of the fault grinding against each 

other. The fault core is a zone of weakness and represents the portion of the fault where 

nucleation takes place. 

A common way to study the behavior of fault gouge is through numerical modeling 

using the Discrete Element Method (Cundall and Strack, 1979). Previous studies have 

simulated grains in a confined area subject to shear stress, akin to an active fault zone. 

When the boundary of such a system is vibrated, simulating passing seismic waves, 

studies have found that slip can be induced in the grains. Such triggering also appears to 

be amplitude dependent, with a threshold below which no appreciable change in the 

system is detected. Larger amplitude vibrations have been shown to produce larger 

amplitude slip events, and vibrations typically result in a clock-advance of the slip event 

(Griffa et al., 2013; Ferdowsi et al., 2013), in general agreement with observations. 
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Several physical laboratory experiments on sheared glass beads subject to boundary 

vibrations have found that, when the system is near failure, the vibrations result in both 

immediate and delayed events, as well as a departure from the standard recurrence 

interval expected from the constant loading rate. The amount of departure is correlated 

with the amplitude and duration of the boundary vibration applied, and is believed to be 

due to the nonlinear elastic response of the modelled fault gouge (Johnson and Jia, 

2005). Lab experiments indicate that seismic waves alter the frictional properties of the 

gouge, and the triggered events reflect a disruption of the internal fault zone structure 

(Johnson et al., 2008). 

Both numerical and laboratory models have been unable to identify the exact alteration 

of the fault gouge that takes place when the system is dynamically stressed. To 

understand the true role fault gouge plays in promoting or inhibiting seismic events 

under dynamic forcing, a detailed study at the grain-contact scale must take place. 
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2. METHODOLOGY

This dissertation uses two different approaches, each utilizing a different code and 

focused on a different scale. Chapters three and four are studies using dynamic 

simulations of earthquakes in the region around fault zones to study ruptures on active 

faults, while chapter five uses grain-scale simulations to study perturbations of the 

granular fault core. Utilizing granular dynamics simulations in conjunction with 

earthquake rupture simulations has the potential to offer more insight into the 

mechanisms controlling earthquake triggering. 

2.1 Dynamic Rupture Simulations 

We performed experiments modeling rupture along entire faults for a variety of 

earthquake sizes and rupture speeds in order to obtain measurements of the stress, strain, 

and strain rate off the fault. These perturbations allow us to compare the pulses that 

stimulated failure in the granular material with the stresses produced by physically 

realistic ruptures. All rupture simulations were carried out using EQDyna, a 3-D finite 

element model used to simulate dynamic rupture and wave propagation in a variety of 

media. EQDyna has been parallelized using a hybrid MPI/OpenMP scheme so that it can 

run on modern cluster systems (Wu et al., 2011; Duan, 2012), and is adaptable enough 

so that the code may be altered to output measurements and parameters of interest for a 

specific problem. 
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To ease computation, the initial model consisted of a vertical strike-slip fault, 70 km 

long, extending down to a depth of 15 km. Faults with this geometry are needed to 

produce supershear ruptures, or ruptures that propagate at speeds faster than the shear 

wave velocity. Supershear ruptures are believed to cause more off-fault damage at 

greater distances than subshear ruptures (Madariaga, 1983), and as such may 

preferentially trigger nearby earthquakes. Our study includes several simulations of 

supershear and subshear ruptures to ascertain which rupture speed is more likely to result 

in further triggered events. The long length of the fault is also necessary so that the 

rupture can reach a steady-state velocity, allowing us to examine the typical seismic 

radiation produced. 

 

Another major parameter that influences the off-fault stress and strain fields is the 

bimaterial contrast of the fault. Plenty of natural faults have the same material on both of 

the fault, but it is not uncommon for two different materials to be juxtaposed. Such 

bimaterial faults result in interesting rupture characteristics, not the least of which are the 

highly asymmetric damage generated off the fault and the large differences in peak 

ground motion caused by this asymmetry (Duan, 2008). In order to fully identify likely 

stress and strain changes away from the fault that have the potential to trigger new 

earthquakes, we must investigate the effects of such a material contrast. 

 

As a first attempt to understand the dynamic changes produced by earthquakes, our 

experiment consisted of four simulations: 
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1) Uniform, Subshear rupture 

2) Uniform, Supershear rupture 

3) Bimaterial, Subshear rupture 

4) Bimaterial, Supershear rupture 

 

Each simulation had the exact same properties, with the only differences being in the 

initial shear stress level (to produce subshear or supershear ruptures) and the shear 

modulus (to produce the bimaterial contrast). 

 

While any earthquake has the potential to trigger more earthquakes, both near and far, it 

has been observed that large magnitude earthquakes tend to have more pronounced 

results on future seismicity, that is, large earthquakes can be linked more clearly to 

subsequent triggered events (Hill et al., 1993; Gomberg et al., 2004). For this reason, we 

model large magnitude events, approximately 𝑀𝑤 = 7 on a vertical strike slip fault. To 

produce earthquakes of this magnitude, as well as to ensure all the off-fault stresses are 

captured, simulations are run until the full length of the fault is ruptured. 

 

During each simulation, measurements of the stress, the strain, and the strain rate within 

each element form the bulk of the model output. Here, we are less interested in the 

dynamics of rupture and more in the off-fault effects different ruptures can have. To 

fully capture the dynamic perturbations, these measurements should be recorded every 

time step (roughly 0.5 
Δ𝑥

𝑉𝑃
 seconds) at distances stretching from meters to kilometers off 

the fault. Since this is a 3-D code, the same recordings should be output at the surface 
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and at depth. Unfortunately, due to computational limits, our current results only involve 

outputs to 0.5 km off the fault and 0.5 km from the surface. Even so, this discretization 

allows us to see how the off-fault stress evolves as the rupture travels along the fault, and 

how the stress perturbations change with distance from the rupture plane. Analysis of 

this data allows us to answer questions similar to those outlined below. 

 Where is the stress or strain large enough to cause immediate triggering?

 Given the rupture direction, which side of the fault is most likely to see triggered

events?

 What is the spatial extent (distance from the fault and depth) of the triggering

zone?

 How do changes in physical properties of the earthquake alter the magnitude of

stresses and strains?

These experiments, following this methodology, are aimed at identifying and 

quantifying the dynamic stress and strain fields produced by a variety of earthquake 

events. This information can be coupled with the granular output to infer which types of 

earthquakes may lead to future triggered events, and shed light on the underlying 

physical mechanisms of this increased seismicity. 

2.2 Granular Simulations 

The second approach used in this project involved a comprehensive suite of granular 

simulations. In this approach, a small section of fault gouge is simulated as a closely-

packed 2-D system of particles that interact through elastic and frictional forces. In 

contrast to the approach of section 2.1, where an entire rupture along a full length fault 

was simulated, here the region is very small (several millimeters thick) and two 
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dimensional, however the initiation of earthquakes still emerges from this simple model, 

particularly the drop in frictional strength as the system begins to shift (Aharonov and 

Sparks, 2004). 

The granular code initiates these simulations by filling an empty box of specified 

dimensions with two-dimensional circular uniform grains of various diameters chosen 

from a clipped Gaussian distribution. The code uses the discrete element method to track 

the motions of each grain, as well as the stresses they experience. For this reason, two 

dimensional simulations greatly ease the computational burden. The simpler geometry 

also makes analysis of the particle motion and frictional strength during and after the 

pulse more tractable. 

Once the grains are created they are compressed under a constant normal force until a 

predetermined porosity is met (Figure 2.1). Small vibrations of the system are allowed to 

die out, at which point the system is loaded by a spring attached to the top wall of the 

box. The top wall consists of cemented half-grains that are not free to roll, but provide 

some roughness to the system. Loading continues until the frictional strength of the 

system is reached and the grains deform by frictional sliding and rolling into a new 

configuration. This simple system mimics a block-slider model where the static friction 

from the locked grains transitions to a natural drop in frictional resistance (dynamic 

friction) once the grains begin to shift. 
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For this study on earthquake triggering, the granular system was taken through a failure 

event just as described above. This allowed for measurement of the peak strength and 

stress drop of the system to be made for that single event. Taking advantage of the 

numerical model, the system was then reset to a point before the peak strength was 

reached and run again, with slight modifications to model parameters. 

Since much of the uncertainty surrounding earthquake triggering relates to the dynamic 

stresses carried by seismic waves, this is what we aim to model. To mimic the effect of 

passing waves, a slight perturbation of the normal stress was induced in the system 

before it reached failure. To begin, the pulse was a single sinusoidal wavelet with a fixed 

frequency. The frequency range of the pulses was chosen to be low enough to ensure 

perturbations travelled through the granular packing to the bottom of the system. Higher 

Figure 2.1 Compaction of grains in the GranFrix code. A box of a specified height and width is 

filled with loose grains. The top wall of the system is lowered under a fixed normal force until the 

system is as near to the specified porosity as possible. The colors represent forces on the grains with 

blue being unstressed and red being highly stressed. 
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frequencies tend to damp out within a few grain radii, while lower frequencies shake the 

entire system in a non-physical way. The frequencies in this study correspond to grains 

with millimeter diameters, and therefore represent the highest frequencies expected from 

earthquakes, in the kHz range. A possible avenue for further research is investigating the 

frequency dependence of any behavior seen (Brodsky and Prejean, 2005), as well as the 

grain-size dependence. It is also possible to change the functional form of the pulse from 

a sinusoidal function to a more complicated function, however, the results from the 

earthquake rupture code show general agreement between off-fault stress perturbations 

and the shape of our pulses to the granular system. 

Initially, the amplitude of the pulse was varied to determine the threshold for immediate 

failure, while pulsed runs that did not immediately fail were reloaded until the next slip 

event occurred. The model was pulsed at a series of different stress levels during the 

loading history to address questions about how far from failure a fault can be, while still 

being susceptible to dynamic triggering. In this way, a comprehensive suite of 

experiments detailing all possible responses of the system to pulsing was constructed. 

Upon completion of the granular experiments, an entire group of over 100 simulations 

was available for study, which allowed us to constrain the threshold for immediate 

triggering as well as study the mechanisms leading to delayed triggering. Such a large 

data set also made it possible to search for patterns and relations between the stress level, 
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the pulse amplitude, and the resultant events. Some questions a study like this may 

answer include:  

 

 Does immediate triggering tend to result in a larger stress drop? 

 Are the amplitudes for immediate triggering observed in the real world? 

 How does the amplitude for immediate triggering relate to the stress level during 

the pulse? 

 How does the amplitude for immediate triggering vary between grain 

configurations? 

 What control does the normal stress have on the ability to trigger a system? 

 

Along with these questions, the highly detailed runs completed here afforded us the 

opportunity to study the micromechanics of the system before, after, and even during the 

slip event. Such precision is needed to determine slight changes in grain position or the 

stress distribution among the grains that might lead to immediate failure. This detail can 

also be used to better understand what the pulse changes in the system, and why those 

changes may result in a different slip event. 

 

The work discussed above was completed in a dry granular system to help develop the 

most effective analysis tools to understand the evolution of the pulsed systems, as well 

as to validate the output of the code with previous work. However, the presence of fluid 

is expected in most fault zones and it is believed that fluid flow and migration may play 

a large role in dynamic triggering (Gomberg and Davis, 1996). For this reason, a major 

next step in this research will be to ultimately perform the same comprehensive 

simulations on a fluid-filled gouge to study the influence of fluid on gouge stability.  
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The system chosen for this study was a 48 grain x 48 grain ensemble. This provides 

enough grain contacts and stress chains to fully capture the granular dynamics. Our 

simulated systems consist of near 3000 grains and around 6650 grain contacts, each of 

which are tracked at every time step in the Discrete Element method, making larger 

system computationally difficult. Additionally, the width of the sheared layer is set to be 

several times the width of the shearing zone in a typical slip event, which tend to localize 

among three to eight rows of grains. This ensures that the dynamics of slip are not 

contaminated by the boundaries. 
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3. INFLUENCE OF INITIAL STRESS AND RUPTURE INITIATION PARAMETERS 

ON FORBIDDEN ZONE RUPTURE PROPAGATION
*

 

Well established theoretical and numerical results of 2-D ruptures have been accepted 

for years to limit the speed of mode II cracks to be below the Rayleigh velocity or above 

the shear wave speed. However, recent work has numerically produced rupture speeds in 

this so-called “forbidden zone”, that is, the region of rupture velocities between the 

Rayleigh wave speed and the shear wave speed, for 3-D simulations. We verify that 

finding here and further examine the dependence of that behavior on initial stress and 

rupture initiation parameters. Using a 3-D finite element model for dynamic rupture 

propagation, numerical experiments were performed for different initial stress conditions 

as well as different size initiation patches and forced rupture velocities. It is shown that 

the initial stress on the fault has a strong influence on the resulting rupture, specifically 

with regards to the distance at which the rupture transitions to supershear speeds, the 

maximum rupture velocity attained on the fault, and how rapidly the rupture passes 

through the forbidden zone. It is also demonstrated that for the same initial stress, 

increasing the size of the nucleation patch or the speed of forced rupture can artificially 

increase the gradient of the rupture velocity within the forbidden zone. This suggests that 

                                                 

* Reprinted with permission from Oxford University Press, “Influence of initial stress and rupture 

initiation parameters on forbidden zone rupture propagation”, by R.M. Payne and B. Duan, 2015. 

Geophysical Journal International, 201, 70-77, Copyright 2015 by R.M. Payne and B. Duan. 
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the rupture is uniquely predetermined by the stress state and material properties of the 

fault and surrounding medium in these models. 

3.1 Introduction 

While the theoretical possibility that shear ruptures may propagate faster than the shear 

wave speed has existed for decades (Burridge, 1973; Andrews, 1976; Burridge, 1979), 

observations of supershear ruptures in nature (Bouchon, 2001; Bouchon and Vallee, 

2003; Dunham and Archuleta, 2004) and in the lab (Rosakis et al., 1999; Xia et al., 

2004) around the turn of the century provided the tangible proof needed for mainstream 

acceptance. Since then it has been believed that, while rupture speeds faster than the 

shear wave speed were permissible, the velocities between the Rayleigh wave speed and 

shear wave speed were energetically impossible for Mode II cracks (Broberg, 1996; 

Broberg, 1999), forming a “forbidden zone” of rupture propagation speeds. Rupture in 

the purely Mode II mechanism was believed to either propagate at sub-Rayleigh or 

supershear speeds with a discontinuous transition between the two. However, these 

conclusions were reached with a 2D analysis. Recently, Bizzarri and Das (2012) have 

shown that sub-Rayleigh ruptures in the Mode II direction proceed continuously through 

the forbidden zone during the supershear transition in 3D calculations. 

The main goals of this paper are to reproduce the smooth forbidden zone transition 

found by Bizzarri and Das (2012), as well as investigate the dependence of this transition 

on the initial stress state and determine any possible influence rupture initiation 

parameters have on the results. The initiation procedure used here, commonly seen in the 
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spontaneous rupture community, artificially forces rupture to travel at a fixed velocity 

inside a predetermined rupture patch. While most simulations of dynamic rupture are 

more concerned with rupture propagation than initiation, it is possible that this artificial 

procedure introduces behaviors in the model that would not be expected in natural 

ruptures. We aim to identify which results stem from the underlying physics and which 

are due to the artificial nucleation procedure. 

In general, it is important to understand the behavior of supershear ruptures because it is 

believed that supershear ruptures produce higher ground motion at farther distances from 

the fault compared to subshear ones (Dunham and Archuleta, 2005; Dunham and Bhat, 

2008; Bizzarri et al., 2010). Additionally, the rupture speed, and changes to it, control 

the amount of radiation emitted at wavelengths that can cause the most structural 

damage (Madariaga, 1983). A deeper understanding of the supershear rupture process 

and its transition is needed to more successfully mitigate this hazard. 

3.2 Method 

In order to study questions of forbidden zone penetration and the supershear transition, 

we use the 3-D finite element code EQDyna (Duan and Oglesby, 2006; Duan and 

Oglesby, 2007; Duan, 2012) to simulate spontaneous dynamic rupture and wave 

propagation in a homogeneous medium on multi-core cluster systems. The code 

numerically solves the elastodynamic equations with the traction-at-split node (TSN) 

method to characterize the fault boundary, adopting the formation given by Day et al. 

(2005), which provides a consistent treatment for fault behavior (at a given pair of split 
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nodes) at all times, including prerupture, initial rupture, arrest of sliding, and possible 

reactivation and arrest of sliding. 

Fault frictional properties in this research obey a linear slip-weakening friction law (Ida, 

1972; Andrews, 1976; Day, 1982), expressed as 𝜇(𝛿) = 𝜇𝑠 − (𝜇𝑠 − 𝜇𝑑)min (𝛿, 𝑑𝑜)/𝑑𝑜,

where 𝜇𝑠, 𝜇𝑑, δ, and 𝑑𝑜 are the static and dynamic coefficients of friction, the slip on the 

fault and the critical slip distance, respectively. Rupture is initiated artificially within a 

nucleation patch with radius 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 by forcing ruptures to grow at a fixed speed, 𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡. 

Outside of the nucleation zone, ruptures propagate spontaneously and the rupture speed 

forms part of the dynamic solution. Uniformly spaced square elements discretize the 

fault with Δx spacing between nodes. The fault is surrounded by a larger buffer region 

with gradually increasing element size to prevent contamination via artificial reflections 

from the model's artificial boundary (except at the free surface). The code has been 

verified extensively with the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC)/ USGS 

code validation exercises (Harris et al., 2009), and has been parallelized using a hybrid 

MPI/ OpenMP scheme so that it can run on modern cluster systems (Wu et al., 2011; 

Duan, 2012). 

We consider a planar, vertical fault that separates two isotropic, perfectly elastic media 

having identical properties. The fault extends to a distance 𝐿𝑓 in the 𝑥1 (strike) direction, 

down a distance 𝑊𝑓 in the 𝑥3 (dip) direction, and is sketched in Figure 3.1. The initial 

shear stress is parallel to the 𝑥1 direction, and subsequent rupture is strike-slip. The 
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medium is initially in equilibrium with an initial stress that is homogeneous over the 

whole fault plane. The material properties and fault constitutive parameters used in the 

present study are summarized in Table 3.1 and are identical to those used by Bizzarri and 

Das (2012). The spatial discretization, Δx, temporal discretization, Δt, and the initial 

shear stress, 𝜏𝑜, all vary from experiment to experiment and are not included in Table 

3.1. 

The bulk of the dynamic simulations presented have a Δx of 25 meters and contain about 

195 million elements. Simulations were run until a termination time of 2.1 seconds with 

Figure 3.1 Model fault plane. Rupture begins at the hypocenter and spreads out 

in all directions along the vertical plane. Material properties are listed in Table 3.1. 
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a time step of 6x10−5 seconds, using 256 cores on a supercomputer system with 2.8

GHz Nehalem quad-core X5550 processors. Each simulation takes approximately 7.5 

hours of wall-clock time and outputs 100 MB of data. 

Table 3.1 Model discretization and constitutive parameters 

Parameter Value 

Medium and Discretization Parameters 

Lame's constants    λ = G 35.9 GPa 

S-wave velocity 𝒗𝒔 3.464 km/s 

Rayleigh velocity 𝒗𝑹 3.184 km/s 

P-wave velocity 𝒗𝑷 6 km/s 

Fault length 𝑳𝒇 16 km 

Fault width 𝑾𝒇 12 km 

Final time 𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒅 2.1s 

Hypocenter Location (along strike, down dip) (8,7) km 

Fault Constitutive Parameters 

Magnitude of effective normal stress       𝝈𝒏 120 MPa 

Static friction coefficient 𝝁𝒔 0.677 

Dynamic friction coefficient 𝝁𝒅 0.46 

Characteristic slip-weakening distance    𝒅𝒐 0.4 m 

Material parameters are identical to those used in Bizzarri and Das (2012). 
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3.2.1 Determination of Spatial and Temporal Discretization 

In order to keep the duration of the experiments reasonable, we searched for the largest 

possible stable time step that still yielded high-resolution results. Typically, the time step 

chosen corresponds to the spatial discretization (e.g., Duan and Day, 2008) as 

Δ𝑡 = 𝛼
Δ𝑥

𝑣𝑃
(3.1) 

where 𝑣𝑃 is the P wave velocity and α is a coefficient valued between 0 and 1 known as 

the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) number (e.g., Slingerland and Kump, 2011). 

Essentially, this requires the time step to be small enough to capture changes happening 

within Δx at the fastest possible speed, 𝑣𝑃. For smaller spatial discretizations, a 

correspondingly smaller time step is given when using a fixed coefficient. 

While values of α= 0.6 are typical (Day et al., 2005), the need to resolve the rapid 

forbidden zone transition requires a significantly smaller time step. As seen in Bizzarri 

and Das (2012), an α = 0.144 is suitable, however when paired with the smaller spatial 

step they used (Δx = 5m), the duration of these simulations becomes prohibitively large, 

and precludes the possibility of completing multiple experiments. 

In order to balance the time demand with the need for high resolution, we utilized a 

larger spatial step, but a smaller time step than Bizzarri and Das (2012). As shown in 

Figure 3.2, the same general behavior is seen for all four levels of spatial discretization. 

Each curve in Figure 3.2 shows the rupture velocity from four different simulations with 
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the same starting parameters, but a different level of discretization. For each run, Δt was 

determined with α = 0.0144 in equation 3.1. All runs show a steady increase through the 

supershear transition. While the 100 m data shows obvious variations with respect to the 

12.5 m run, the 25 m curve closely trails the 12.5 m data. Significantly, the finest 

resolution run at 12.5 m took over 12 hours to complete, while the 25 m run took less 

than six. Since the two curves yield essentially the same results, a spatial discretization 

of  Δx = 25m is used for the remainder of this paper so as to minimize the resources 

required per simulation and maximize the total number of simulations possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

To validate that the various spatial discretizations are actually converging to the same 

solution, the root-mean-squared difference is calculated and shown in Figure 3.3. The 

RMS difference is calculated by taking the difference between the rupture times of the 

Figure 3.2 Comparison of spatial steps. Each run has 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍 = 1600 m, 𝒗𝒓𝒖𝒑𝒕 = 2750 m/s, and an initial 

stress of 73.8 MPa, with the only difference being the size of Δx, and the corresponding Δt. (A) Rupture 

velocity along the fault length. We utilize 25 meters as our Δx for the majority of simulations because of 

the near-perfect match to the 12.5 m discretization and significantly faster run time. (B) Close-up view of 

the forbidden zone, with markers indicating the discrete points of computation. Decreasing the spatial step 

size increases the number of points measured in the forbidden zone. 
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run with grid size Δx and the reference run, which is the finest resolved case with Δx = 

12.5m. The difference is expressed as a percentage of the mean rupture time of the 

reference solution. It is clear that the 25 m solution is within about 1% of the 12.5 m 

result, indicating that using the costly higher resolution does not add much new 

information and thereby justifying our use of the coarser element size.  

We also quantify the resolution via the number of spatial elements within the cohesive 

zone, given by the parameter 𝑁𝑐 =
𝜆

Δ𝑥
 , where λ is the width of the cohesive zone. Due to 

the shrinking of the cohesive zone as rupture progresses, we follow the convention of 

Day et al. (2005) and report 𝑁𝑐
̅̅ ̅, the median value of 𝑁𝑐 in the Mode II direction in Table 

3.2 for the runs in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 The root-mean-squared difference of the rupture times computed for 

different runs. The reference run is the 12.5m discretized run and the result is 

expressed as a percentage of the mean rupture time of that reference run. The 25m 

run has a difference of 1.11% from the 12.5m data, indicating that decreasing the step 

size is not worth the increase in resources. 
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While a spatial step of 25 m captures details along the fault and within the cohesive zone 

as well as a finer spatial step would, to fully resolve the forbidden zone transition a very 

fine time step (i.e., a very small CFL number) is needed as well. Figure 3.4 shows a 

sequence of 25 m runs with progressively smaller time steps. The “plateaus” seen in the 

rupture velocity plot within the forbidden zone for the two larger time step cases indicate 

that the recorded rupture time is not refined enough to discriminate between differing 

rupture times. Simply put, the time step is too large. By decreasing the time step (α), for 

the same Δx, the curve naturally smooths out as the true rupture times are captured. We 

remark that we use α = 0.0144 for the results in the next section to fully resolve 

forbidden zone penetration without the need for any smoothing or manipulation.  

 

Table 3.2 Cohesive Zone Resolution 

Δx (m) �̅�𝒄 

100 6 

50 11 

25 22 

12.5 50 
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3.2.2 Data Processing 

Throughout this work we will analyze the rupture velocity, however, it is important to 

note that our simulations actually record the rupture time at each node. The rupture 

velocity is then calculated from the gradient of the rupture time curves:  

𝑣𝑟(𝑥1, 𝑥3) =
1

‖∇𝑥1,𝑥3𝑡𝑟(𝑥1,𝑥3)‖
        (3.2) 

where 𝑡𝑟 is the rupture time, defined as the time at which the slip rate at that node 

exceeds 0.01 m/s, which is chosen to properly capture the sharp rupture velocity increase 

Figure 3.4 Rupture velocity calculated using three separate time discretizations. 

Again, 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍 = 1600 m, 𝒗𝒓𝒖𝒑𝒕= 2750 m/s, and 𝝉𝒐= 73.8 MPa. The larger time steps 

show “plateaus” in the rupture velocity, or series of points at the same velocity. By 

drastically decreasing the time step, the curves become smooth as more true rupture 

velocities are resolved and calculated. Utilizing very small time steps in conjunction 

with larger spatial steps is an effective method for resolving the forbidden zone 

transition without requiring an overabundance of computing resources. 
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prior to the supershear transition, following Bizzarri and Spudich (2008) and Day et al. 

(2005). For a mode II rupture, this can be written out in terms of the node numbers as  

𝑣𝑟(𝑖, 𝑗) =
2Δ𝑥

𝑡𝑟(𝑖+1,𝑗)−𝑡𝑟(𝑖−1,𝑗)
        (3.3) 

where the ordered pair (i, j) indicate a node at iΔx along strike and jΔx down dip, with Δx 

being the spatial discretization. Equation (3.3) represents a simple centered difference in 

the along-strike direction, equivalent to measuring the slope of the travel time curve for a 

mode II rupture at the hypocentral depth. We remark that we mainly examine mode II 

rupture propagation in this study. 

 

The gradient of the rupture velocity was only calculated within the forbidden zone. In 

this region, typically containing seven to ten points at the 25m discretization, the rupture 

velocity is approximated by a straight line and the gradient is calculated by finding the 

slope of this line. More specifically, 

𝑑𝑣𝑟

𝑑𝑥
=

1

𝑛
∑

𝑣𝑟(𝑖+1)−𝑣𝑟(𝑖)

𝑥(𝑖+1)−𝑥(𝑖)

𝑛−1
1         (3.4) 

where n is the number of points within the forbidden zone. Essentially we report the 

average of the gradient in the forbidden zone. 

3.3 Results 

Numerical trials were carried out to study the effect of different initial stress conditions 

and initiation parameters on the resultant rupture, focusing specifically on the changes in 
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the forbidden zone penetration and supershear transition. Selected experiments are 

reported in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Nucleation parameters and measured quantities for selected trials 

Run name S factor 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍 
(km) 

𝒗𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆 

(km 𝒔−𝟏)

d𝒗𝒓/dx 𝑳𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔 
(km) 

Δx = 25m 

A 0.5 1.4 2.75 0.8088 2.775 

B 0.5 1.607 2.75 1.0681 2.825 

C 0.5 1.863 2.75 1.1042 2.800 

D 0.4 1.138 2.75 1.7222 2.25 

E 0.4 1.4 2.5 1.4462 2.325 

F 0.4 1.4 2.75 1.1086 2.325 

G 0.4 1.4 3.0 3.0365 2.350 

H 0.4 1.632 2.75 1.1231 2.325 

I 0.3 0.984 2.75 6.0731 2.0 

J 0.3 1.207 2.75 1.2634 1.75 

K 0.3 1.4 2.75 1.2813 1.75 

d𝒗𝒓/dx: Rupture velocity gradient within the forbidden zone, 

𝑳𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔: transition length measured from hypocenter 

3.3.1 Variations in Initial Shear Stress 

When changing the initial shear stress on the fault, we are moving the fault either closer 

to or farther from failure for the same normal stress. By decreasing the initial shear 

stress, the fault must experience more loading before rupture and hence the fault is 

stronger. Similarly, increasing the initial shear stress results in the opposite case, where 

the fault is weaker because it is closer to failure. A common parameter to measure how 

close a fault is to failure is the strength parameter or S value (Das and Aki, 1977), 𝑆 =

𝜏𝑢−𝜏𝑜

𝜏𝑜− 𝜏𝑓
 where 𝜏𝑢 is the upper yield stress, 𝜏𝑜 is the initial shear stress and 𝜏𝑓 is the final 
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residual stress. We tested several cases corresponding to S values of 0.3 (𝜏𝑜 = 75.23 

MPa), 0.4 (𝜏𝑜= 73.8 MPa) and 0.5 (𝜏𝑜 = 72.56 MPa), for the same yield and residual 

stresses computed from the parameters listed in Table 3.1, that is, 𝜏𝑢 = 𝜇𝑠 𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓

= 81.24 

MPa and 𝜏𝑓 = 𝜇𝑑𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓

 = 52.2 MPa. While 𝜏𝑜 is a convenient parameter to alter, it is

important to note that what we are truly changing is the S parameter, which reflects the 

relative stress levels on the fault instead of absolute values. Additionally, although 

supershear ruptures are believed to occur for S values as high as 1.19 (Dunham, 2007), 

increasing the S value also increases the distance at which the rupture completes the 

transition to supershear speeds. Since our focus is on studying the supershear transition, 

our experiments use much lower S values in order to cause transitions within the first 

few kilometers. 

Two separate series of experiments were completed. Initially, the only alteration 

between runs was the initial shear stress level. This is seen in runs A, F and K where 

each experiment was nucleated with a forced velocity of 2750 m/s and an initiation zone 

radius of 1.4 km, while using a spatial discretization of 25 meters and a time step of 6 x 

10−5 seconds (i.e., α = 0.0144). In all experiments, our results confirm those of Bizzarri

and Das (2012), i.e., Mode II rupture transitions smoothly from sub-Rayleigh initiation 

speeds through the forbidden zone and into the intersonic regime. We also see a 

shrinking cohesive zone for every run after transitioning to supershear speeds, as will be 

discussed later. 
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By looking at the rupture velocity data in Figure 3.5, it is clear that although each run 

transitions to intersonic speeds, and starts with the same initiation parameters, the 

evolution of the rupture velocity curve is quite different for the differing stress 

conditions. First note that even though each run is initiated with the same rupture speed, 

the actual rupture speed is higher or lower depending on the initial stress condition. The 

highest initial stress consistently caused the rupture to travel faster than the speed 

prescribed within the initiation zone. We remark that the prescribed rupture velocity is 

used to calculate the time at which the fault strength at that point starts to drop, while our 

recorded rupture time at the point is when the fault point reaches the threshold slip 

velocity of 0.01 m/s, as used in the previous study by Bizzarri and Das (2012).  

 

Furthermore we can see that the strongest fault, i.e., the one initially furthest from failure 

with the lowest shear stress, is the last to achieve supershear velocity, while the weakest 

fault transitions first, in agreement with the assertion by Day (1982) that increasing the 

strength also increases the distance at which a given rupture velocity is reached. This 

was also seen in Festa and Vilotte (2006), where increasing the S value resulted in a 

larger distance of propagation before the supershear transition occurred. 
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It appears that each rupture also approaches a different final velocity, from 4.75 km/s to 

5.5 km/s. However, from fracture mechanics arguments it is likely that all of the rupture 

speeds are continuously increasing to the P wave velocity (Broberg, 1996; Andrews, 

2002), but the length of the fault truncates the velocity curves and this final speed is not 

readily apparent. In this case, the variations in the initial stress will not affect the final 

rupture velocity, and instead will control the length of time and the distance needed to 

reach that ultimate velocity. 

Besides the supershear transition point and the final rupture velocity, measurements 

were also made of the rupture velocity gradient in the forbidden zone directly before 

transition to supershear speeds. This was done by approximating the rupture velocity 

increase through the forbidden zone as a straight line as discussed in section 3.2.2. 

Bizzarri and Das (2012) found rupture propagated through the forbidden zone rapidly for 

the given initial stress condition they examined (𝜏𝑜 = 73.8 MPa). Here, we aim to 

 Figure 3.5 Mode II rupture velocity for several experiments (A, F and K in Table 3.3) with various 

initial stress conditions and the same 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍 (A). Cohesive zone width for the same three experiments (B). 

The forbidden zone consists of the rupture velocities between the two lines at 𝒗𝑹 and 𝒗𝒔. 
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examine if and how this behavior may depend on the initial stress state. The strongest 

fault was found to pass through the forbidden zone the slowest with a low gradient of 

just 0.81 km/s per km. In contrast, the weakest fault passes quickly through the 

forbidden zone with a measured gradient of 1.28 km/s per km along the fault. The 

median stress condition also has the median velocity gradient of 1.11 km/s per km. This 

relationship between fault strength and the velocity gradient through the forbidden zone 

can be explained as follows. Assuming that each set of initial conditions, i.e., stress and 

friction values, corresponds to a specific rupture for that medium we can say that for the 

same nucleation radius, weaker faults (with higher initial stress) would be expected to 

transition to supershear velocities sooner. As such the velocity gradient must be steeper 

for the same nucleation radius in order to transition closer to the hypocenter. 

 

A second group of experiments were performed to ascertain if this finding, that the 

rupture velocity gradient within the forbidden zone depends on the initial stress state, is a 

robust feature. These experiments, composed of runs B, F and J, were constructed to 

have initiation zones that were the same ratio with respect to the critical radius, 𝑟𝑐. The 

critical radius, 𝑟𝑐 =
7𝜋

24
𝐺

𝜏𝑢−𝜏𝑓

(𝑡𝑜−𝑡𝑓)
2 𝑑𝑜 as determined by Day (1982), is the radius at which 

the energy released during crack propagation is equal to the energy required to propagate 

the crack. Essentially, a crack must be at least as long as the critical radius to propagate 

spontaneously. In dynamic rupture simulations the critical length is a commonly used 

fundamental length scale and provides an easy parameter to describe the size of the 
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initiation patch. However, the critical radius is dependent on the initial stress, meaning 

that each initial stress condition will correspond to a different critical radius.  

 

The first round of experiments presented set each initiation patch to the same size (1400 

m), regardless of the critical radius for that stress condition. This means the initiation 

patch was a different multiple of the critical radius in each case, that is, the ratio of  

𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 𝑟𝑐⁄  was equal to different value for each stress state. The second round of 

experiments presented in Figure 3.6 were tailored so that the ratio 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 𝑟𝑐⁄  remained 

constant, even as the initial stress condition changed. For the weakest to strongest faults, 

the critical radii are 853.99 m, 990.36 m and 1136.89 m, and the nucleation patch is set 

to 1.414𝑟𝑐 for each, allowing us to verify that the rupture velocity gradient depended on 

the initial stress, and was not an artifact of the initiation procedure. 

 

Figure 3.6 shows the result from this second set of experiments. It is clear that the 

rupture velocity gradient within the forbidden zone depends on the initial stress state in 

the same way as the first set of experiments. From these two sets of experiments, we 

conclude that how fast rupture propagates through the traditional “forbidden zone” 

depends on the initial stress state. A lower initial shear stress results in a smaller rupture 

velocity gradient within the forbidden zone, as long as the stress state allows for a 

supershear transition. 
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We also examine how the initial stress state may affect the evolution of the cohesive 

zone (Figure 3.5 and 3.6, B). The cohesive zone is the area between the leading edge, the 

locus of points at the yield stress that have just started to slip, and the trailing edge, 

where all the points have slipped the characteristic slip distance, 𝑑𝑜. As reported in

Bizzarri and Das (2012), for a given initial stress state, the width of the cohesive zone in 

the pure Mode II direction initially decreases as rupture accelerates, then increases as the 

leading edge approaches and passes through the supershear transition, before finally 

decreasing to a final width as the trailing edge starts to speed up. While our experiments 

agree with this evolution, as shown in Figure 3.5B and 3.6B, the distances at which the 

cohesive zone becomes narrower or wider depends on the initial stress state. The highest 

initial shear stress begins the final narrowing closest to the hypocenter, whereas the 

lower shear stress runs begin to narrow further down the fault. In addition, the 

magnitude of the cohesive zone peak, i.e., the largest width the cohesive zone reaches, 

after the supershear transition also depends on the initial stress state as evidenced by the 

Figure 3.6 Mode II rupture velocity for several experiments (B, F, and J in Table 3.3) with 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍= 
1.414𝒓𝒄 meters (A), where 𝒓𝒄 = 853.99 m for 𝝉𝒐 = 75.23 MPa, 990.36 m for 𝝉𝒐= 73.8 MPa and 1136.89 for 

𝝉𝒐= 72.56 MPa. Cohesive zone width plotted in B. 
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fact that the highest initial stress state shows the smallest peak (least amount of 

widening), while the lowest stress case has the largest peak. 

 

The observations can be explained by close examination of the rupture velocity. The 

highest stress case transitions to supershear speeds the earliest, and once supershear, the 

rupture velocity changes to a shallower and constant gradient that coincides with the 

onset of the cohesive zone widening, about 2 km from the hypocenter. Once the rupture 

reaches this apparent steady-state acceleration, the trailing edge begins to catch up to the 

leading edge and the final narrowing of the cohesive zone width begins. The fact that the 

cohesive zone begins to shrink after a minimal amount of widening in the high stress 

case means the trailing edge is never too far behind or much slower than the leading 

edge. This means the higher stress cases not only have a larger, but also a more rapid 

stress drop than the lower stress cases, something which may be evident in the high-

frequency radiation emitted from the fault. Despite differences in when the narrowing 

occurs, we expect the cohesive zone to approach the same final width for each stress 

condition as the rupture velocity approaches 𝑣𝑃. In this situation, the initial stress 

determines how rapidly the cohesive zone approaches the final width. 

3.3.2 Variations in Rupture Initiation Parameters 

Several experiments were also completed that varied the rupture initiation parameters 

used to start a spontaneous rupture. Rupture was forced within a specified “initiation 

patch” of radius 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 at a speed 𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡. Choosing from within a suitable range of 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 

and 𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡 allows the rupture to propagate spontaneously outside of the initiation patch. 
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The initiation patch is typically slightly larger than the critical radius for spontaneous 

crack growth, 𝑟𝑐, and is forced at speeds greater than half the shear wave speed, β/2 

(Day, 1982; Bizzarri et al., 2010). While this procedure is highly artificial, for most 

rupture dynamics simulations the initiation of the rupture is less important than the 

propagation of rupture and this procedure is commonly used.  

 

The experiments that varied the size of the initiation patch, 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙, for the same stress 

level are shown in Figure 3.7A (runs A, B, C), Figure 3.7B (runs I, J, K) and Figure 

3.8A (runs D, F, H). Unsurprisingly, the curves all overlay each other inside the 

nucleation zone and for several hundred meters of spontaneous propagation. However, if 

the initiation patch is too small, the resultant rupture is quite different. From Figure 3.7, 

it appears that rupture patches less than about 1.4𝑟𝑐 can initiate ruptures with rapidly 

oscillating propagation speeds, characterized by the sharp dip in 𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡 before the 

supershear transition. In contrast, for a larger 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙, the curves become virtually 

indistinguishable.  
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Similarly, in experiments that varied the speed of the rupture initiation, there were clear 

differences in the resultant rupture propagation, with the faster 𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡 producing the more 

unsteady propagation with large oscillations in the rupture velocity (Figure 3.8B: runs E, 

F, G). Since supershear ruptures tend to be insensitive to their origins, the rupture 

velocities in all experiments with the same initial stress are expected to converge once 

Figure 3.7 Rupture Velocity for experiments with different size initiation patches for an initial stress of 

𝝉𝒐 = 72.56 MPa (A) and 𝝉𝒐 = 75.23 MPa (B). For an initiation patch larger than 1.414𝒓𝒄, the crack 

propagates in the same manner regardless of 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍but a patch smaller than this can introduce changes in 

the rupture velocity. 

Figure 3.8 Rupture velocity for experiments with different 𝑰𝒏𝒖𝒄𝒍 (A) and 𝒗𝒓𝒖𝒑𝒕 (B). The larger initiation 

patch has little effect, while forcing the rupture to propagate too fast generated some fluctuations in the 

rupture evolution. 
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they cross the supershear transition (Bizzarri and Das, 2012). Any slight disagreement in 

rupture velocity towards the end of the fault is likely the result of the shrinking cohesive 

zone not being adequately captured by the fixed spatial discretization used in our 

simulations. The variations seen before the rupture has propagated several kilometers 

down the fault are taken to be the result of the different rupture initiation parameters 

used. 

As shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.7 and 3.8, the gradient of the rupture velocity within 

the forbidden zone is not the same for experiments done with different initiation 

parameters. Increasing the size of the initiation patch can increase the forbidden zone 

gradient (e.g. runs A and B), as can increasing the forcing velocity (e.g. runs E, F, and 

G). What is significant is that these results are generated entirely through an artificial 

process, yet they mimic the results seen from changing parameters that have definitive 

physical meaning, such as the initial shear stress. Rupture modelers must be aware that 

using this procedure can influence the output if the area of study is not far enough down 

the fault length, or the initiation parameters are too small (𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙) or too high (𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡). 

3.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

Several types of numerical experiments were performed to examine the influence 

various initial stress levels and rupture initiation states have on the resultant rupture, in 

particular on rupture behavior within the “forbidden zone”. Experiments done with 

changing the initial stress on the fault show that faults closer to failure transitioned to 

supershear speeds sooner and reached a different rupture velocity by the end of the fault. 
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Specifically, the closer a fault was to failure initially, the sooner it transitioned and the 

higher the final rupture velocity achieved. Additionally, the stronger faults, i.e., those 

farthest from failure, had lower velocity gradients within the forbidden zone, while 

weaker faults had steeper gradients to match the rapidly transitioning velocity. 

It was also shown that the common procedure of forcing rupture at a specific velocity 

within an initiation patch has little effect on the final rupture speed after the rupture 

becomes supershear, but variations before that transition can be significant, particularly 

in the forbidden zone of velocities between [𝑣𝑟 , 𝑣𝑠], in agreement with Bizzarri et al., 

(2010). The size of the nucleation patch can be directly linked to the steepness of the 

rupture velocity curve through the forbidden zone. The larger the patch, the more rapidly 

the rupture velocity passes through the forbidden zone and becomes supershear. While 

the speed at which nucleation is forced has little effect on the final rupture, if it is too 

high it can also give rise to a steeper rupture velocity gradient within the forbidden zone. 

It should be recognized that although these changes in rupture initiation are artificial, 

they can result in the same manifestations in rupture velocity as changing the initial 

stress. 

A possible explanation for both the initial stress and nucleation radius dependencies 

centers around the supershear transition length, 𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 (Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki, 

1977; Xia et al., 2004; Dunham, 2007), which is determined physically by the material 

properties and the stress conditions on the fault and hence is independent of any forced 
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initiation scheme. Each initial stress value will result in a unique rupture along the fault, 

i.e., a different supershear transition point, a different velocity gradient and a different

final velocity reached on the fault. For the same initial stress condition, a larger initiation 

patch would force the rupture to travel at an artificial speed for a longer distance and the 

result is a steeper velocity gradient outside the initiation patch as the rupture acts to 

preserve the supershear transition point. Similarly, forcing rupture at a too rapid speed, 

greater than about 2/3rd β, can lead to highly oscillatory propagation as the rupture 

attempts to reach the transition point at the right time and distance. 

One possible result of having a steeper rupture velocity gradient through the forbidden 

zone for high initial stresses could be an increase in high frequency radiation produced 

by the fault for those high stress cases. It is well-known that the acceleration of rupture 

produces radiation (Madariaga, 1983), and while supershear ruptures in general produce 

more high frequency radiation (Bizzarri and Spudich, 2008; Bizzarri et al., 2010), it is 

possible that having a difference in the rapid acceleration through the forbidden zone 

could increase the high frequency content slightly. Our attempts to analyze this in our 

data have proven inconclusive, likely because the differences in the rupture velocity 

gradient for our experiments are very slight. If true, measuring the frequency content of 

a supershear rupture may provide a way to estimate the relative stress on the fault before 

rupture. 
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4. INSIGHTS INTO PULVERIZED ROCK FORMATION FROM DYNAMIC 

RUPTURE MODELS OF EARTHQUAKES 

4.1 Introduction 

Recently, pulverized rocks have been found in the damage zones of several large strike-

slip faults around the world (Dor et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2011; Rempe et al., 2013). 

Such rocks are extremely friable, incohesive, and marked by severe fracturing down to 

the micron scale (Mitchell et al., 2011). However, pulverized rocks appear intact and 

maintain their crystal structure. They usually do not show a preferred fracture orientation 

and record a low amount of total strain as well as little evidence of shearing or chemical 

alteration. This suggests that the damage was not achieved by macroscopic 

compressional shearing, as might be expected inside a fault zone, but instead by a 

tensional force that “shattered” the rock in place.  

 

Additional observations have found that pulverized rocks form in highly asymmetric 

distributions. Dor et al. (2008) studied pulverized rock along the Mojave section of the 

San Andreas fault, finding that 70% of pulverized outcrops were on the side of the fault 

with faster seismic velocity at depth. Outcrops were found as far as 100 meters away 

from the fault core. Similarly, Mitchell et al. (2011) found a 200m wide zone of 

                                                 

 Reprinted with permission from Oxford University Press, “Insights into pulverized rock formation from 

dynamic rupture models of earthquakes” by R.M. Payne and B. Duan, 2017. Geophysical Journal 

International, 208, 517-723, Copyright 2016 by R.M. Payne and B. Duan. 
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pulverized rock on the stiffer (granitic) side of the Arima-Takazuki Tectonic Line in 

Japan, and only a 3m wide zone on the opposite (rhyolitic) side.  

 

While it is still not known how pulverized rocks are formed, a couple of mechanisms 

that may create this damage have been proposed. The first, which we denote as the 

dynamic unloading mechanism, involves a lessening of the normal stress at the rupture 

tip as rupture propagates along a bimaterial interface (Brune, 2001; Weertmen, 2002; 

Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005; Dor et al., 2006). This decrease in confining stress simulates 

the rapid unloading of stress experienced during mining excavations and produces a 

tensional wave that fractures the rock in an event similar to a rock-burst. 

 

A second possible mechanism of pulverization involves very rapid strain rates. 

Laboratory experiments by Yuan et al. (2011) and Doan and d'Hour (2012) using a Split 

Hopkinson Pressure Bar measured the stresses and strain rates needed to pulverize rock 

samples. The later paper also proposed a theoretical formulation for pulverization that 

coincides with their results. Termed “dynamic fragmentation”, the theoretical 

formulation was initially developed by engineers for failure in ceramics and other brittle 

solids when impacted at high velocities (Denoual and Hild, 2000,2002; Hild et al., 

2003a,b). A similarly rapid deformation is believed to result in pulverized rocks. At such 

high loading rates multiple fractures can propagate simultaneously before any 

appreciable stress is relieved. For rapid enough rates, these multiple open fractures will 

completely break the rock into fragments without shearing, just as is seen in pulverized 
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rocks. One possible way to generate such high strain rates is from supershear ruptures 

(Yuan et al., 2011). When a rupture travels faster than the shear wave speed, shock 

waves form fronts across which there are large changes in strain rate over a very small 

spatial area. These shock waves also extend away from the fault for a significant 

distance without attenuation. 

 

Many questions remains about dynamic unloading and dynamic fragmentation. Most 

importantly, which of the two mechanisms operates during natural earthquakes to 

produce the pulverized rock observed in the field? The dynamic unloading mechanism 

seems to make intuitive sense, but how does the reduction in normal stress on the fault 

affect normal stress changes tens to hundreds meters off the fault? Will all ruptures on 

bimaterial interfaces be capable of producing pulverized rocks? Can the high strain rates 

required for pulverization by the dynamic fragmentation be achieved tens to hundreds 

meters away from the fault? And how well do impact-loading experiments simulate what 

rock near a fault experiences from a passing rupture? 

 

While little numerical modeling has been done on this problem, simulations offer one 

way that these questions may be answered. Dynamic rupture simulations are capable of 

replicating the conditions needed for pulverized rock formation and may reveal unique 

markers that can be used in the field to indicate the formation mechanism. As the first 

study to look specifically at pulverized rocks using dynamic rupture modeling, we have 

determined which types of earthquakes produce damage that is consistent with current 
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observations of pulverized rock. In light of these new constraints, we evaluate the 

mechanisms responsible for rock pulverization.  

4.2 Method 

Pulverized rock has been found along the San Andreas fault, the Northern Anatolian 

fault, and the Arima-Takazuki Tectonic Line in Japan (Dor et al., 2006,2008; Rockwell 

et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2011; Remp et al., 2013), each of which is a nearly-vertical 

strike slip fault. The pulverized rock has been predominantly on one side of the fault, the 

side with the higher seismic velocity and the stiffer material (Dor et al., 2008; Mitchell et 

al., 2011), and extends out several hundred meters away from the fault. Due to the 

prevalence of opening-mode fractures and the lack of strain, it is believed that a 

significant tensional stress was impulsively applied to cause such damage.  

 

Following these observations, we aim to simulate naturally occurring earthquakes on 

faults similar to those where pulverized rock has been found and compare the likely 

damage pattern produced to the observations. In order to model these earthquakes, we 

use the finite element code EQDyna (Duan and Oglesby, 2006; Duan, 2010, 2012) to 

simulate 3-D spontaneous dynamic rupture and wave propagation in the medium on 

multi-core cluster systems. The code numerically solves the equation of motion with the 

traction-at-split node (TSN) method to characterize the fault boundary, adopting the 

formation given by Day et al. (2005), which provides a consistent treatment for fault 

behavior (at a given pair of split nodes) at all times, including prerupture, initial rupture, 

arrest of sliding, and possible reactivation and arrest of sliding. 
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Fault frictional properties obey a linear slip-weakening friction law (Ida, 1972; Day, 

1982), expressed as 𝜇(𝛿) = 𝜇𝑠 − (𝜇𝑠 − 𝜇𝑑)min (𝛿, 𝑑0)/𝑑0, where 𝜇𝑠, 𝜇𝑑, 𝛿, 𝑑0 are the 

static and dynamic coefficients of friction, the slip on the fault and the critical slip 

distance, respectively. Rupture is initiated artificially within a nucleation patch with 

radius 𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 by forcing the rupture to grow at a fixed speed, 𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒. Outside of the 

nucleation zone, ruptures propagate spontaneously and the rupture speed forms part of 

the dynamic solution. Uniformly spaced square elements discretize the fault with Δx 

spacing between nodes. The fault is surrounded by a larger buffer region with gradually 

increasing element size to prevent contamination via boundary reflections. The code has 

been verified extensively with the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) code 

validation exercises (Harris et al., 2009), and has been parallelized using a hybrid MPI/ 

OpenMP scheme so that it can run on modern cluster systems (Wu et al., 2011; Duan, 

2012). 

 

We consider a planar, vertical fault that separates two isotropic, linearly elastic media, 

each having a typical rock density of 2670 kg/m3. The fault extends to a distance of 70 

km in the 𝑥1 (strike) direction and down a distance of 15 km in the 𝑥3 (dip) direction 

(Figure 4.1). The fault is located at 0 km in the 𝑥2 direction, with numbers increasing to 

the left. 

 

The focus of this study is on the stress changes off the fault induced by a rupture event. 

As such, the medium has no initial stress off the fault. An initial shear stress that is 
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parallel to the 𝑥1 direction is assigned only on the fault plane, ensuring that subsequent 

rupture is strike-slip. Both the initial normal stress and the initial shear stress on the fault 

plane are depth-dependent according to 

σn = −16 ∗ z (4.1) 

τo = α ∗ |σn| (4.2) 

where z is the distance down-dip in km (along 𝑥3 axis), 𝜎𝑛 and 𝜏𝑜 are the normal and 

shear stress, respectively, in MPa, and α is a constant less than one. 

Figure 4.1 Map view of fault geometry. Compressional 

and Dilatational quadrants marked for a right lateral fault. 

Rupture begins in the center of the fault and propagates 

bilaterally. 
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To produce a slip distribution with significant shallow slip, similar to those determined 

for the Landers 1992 and Hector Mine 1999 earthquakes (Cohee and Beroza, 1994; 

Jónsson et al., 2002), albeit grossly simplified, the dynamic friction coefficient is 

allowed to vary with depth: 

 

If z ≤ 5   𝜇𝑑 = 0.16 + 0.06 ∗ 𝑧 

If 5 < z ≤ 7.5  𝜇𝑑 = 0.46 

If z > 7.5  𝜇𝑑 = 0.46 + 0.01 ∗ (𝑧 − 7.5) 

 

where z is the depth in km and 𝜇𝑑 is the dynamic friction coefficient. The static 

coefficient of friction is held to be 0.677 while the initial shear stress is computed with α 

= 0.55 and α = 0.605 for subshear and supershear simulations, respectively.  

 

We report four main simulations. The first is a baseline run along a fault embedded in a 

uniform medium at subshear rupture speed, followed by a similar simulation along a 

bimaterial fault separating two different materials. The material contrast for the 

bimaterial runs is set at 20%, meaning the seismic velocity, 𝑣𝑃 and 𝑣𝑠, was decreased by 

20% on the left side of the fault, from 6000 m/s to 5000 m/s and from 3464 m/s to 2887 

m/s, respectively. Figure 1 shows a map view of this geometry. Another simulation with 

a uniform material on both sides of the fault was then run, this time with a higher initial 

stress to prompt a transition to supershear rupture speeds. Finally, a supershear rupture 

along a bimaterial fault was simulated. 
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Each of the dynamic simulations presented have a spatial discretization, Δx, of 100 

meters and contain about 2 million elements. The time step was 5 𝑥 10−3 seconds. 

Simulations were run until the rupture travelled down most of the fault (around 30 km of 

propagation) and were then halted to avoid any rupture termination or fault edge effects. 

Specifically this was a termination time of 9.9 seconds for the subshear ruptures and 6.9 

seconds for the supershear ruptures. 

 

Unlike most dynamic rupture models, our interests were not focused on the fault plane 

itself. Instead, to study rock pulverization, output was generated along either side of the 

fault out to a perpendicular distance of 500 meters, and extending 1 kilometers below the 

surface. EQDyna tracks the stress evolution of every element along with the strain rate in 

that element for the entire simulation. Due to memory constraints, these element values 

were only output every 0.075 seconds during the simulation to generate a time history of 

stress in the off-fault rock. Concurrently, the normal and shear stress on the fault plane, 

along with the slip and slip rate on the fault are output to provide a means of comparison 

between the off-fault stresses and the on-fault behavior.  

 

To determine areas of possible pulverization, a theoretical threshold for pulverization 

was established. If the mean stress in an element was larger than 10 MPa in tension, the 

rock body was presumed to have failed. This simple criterion was chosen due to the 

continued debate over the applicability of other pulverization thresholds, i.e. the 
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dynamic fragmentation and dynamic unloading theories. The mean stress for each 

element was calculated at the center of that element according to  

𝜎𝑚 = (𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧𝑧)/3        (4.3) 

where 𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑦𝑦, and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 are the normal components of stress. Since there is no initial 

stress off the fault at the start of the simulation, these measurements of mean stress are 

actually the mean stress variation in the rock body. However since pulverized rocks are 

generally a near-surface phenomenon, in this study we focus on the dynamic mean stress 

near the surface where initial stresses are negligible. This is consistent with previously 

found outcrops on the surface and at shallow depths (Wechsler, 2011). We also note that 

the mean stress criteria does not capture the shock wave formed by supershear ruptures 

(the “Mach cone”), which produces large deviatoric stresses and strain rates, not mean 

stress changes.  

 

Due to the distinct nature of pulverized rock, i.e. the proliferation of opening-mode 

fractures in them, all major theories of formation agree that pulverized rocks must be 

formed under microscopic tension. This tension can either be the result of applying 

macroscopic tension, such as is produced in extensional quadrants during an earthquake, 

or result from macroscopic compression, as is seen when an impact produces a tensile 

wave through a material. In either case, the microscopic tensile stress forms the opening 

mode fractures that are indicative of pulverization. However, we prefer macroscopic 

tension to macroscopic compression in part because the exact relation between the 
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macroscopic compressional stress being applied and the microscopic tensile stress being 

induced is uncertain. In addition, as we show below in our modeling results, the high 

strain rates and stresses required for pulverization from impact laboratory experiments, 

i.e. macroscopic compression experiments, are not reached anywhere along the fault at 

distances where pulverized rocks are observed in the field. 

 

In order to contextualize our results, a threshold of 10 MPa was chosen largely based on 

tensile strength measurements of rock in the laboratory (Li et al., 2013; Perras and 

Diederichs, 2014). It is well known that rock is generally much weaker in tension than 

compression. As shown by Li et al. (2013) and reviewed by Perras and Diederichs 

(2014), the direct tensile strength of most rocks is about 5-10 MPa. Although the failure 

mode in these experiments was dominated by a single tensile crack, we assume these 

threshold values are applicable to pulverization given the lack of experimental constraint 

on the tensile strength for pulverized rocks. Nevertheless, the 10 MPa threshold should 

not be considered a rigorous value. Rather, it is a reasonable value that allows us to 

explore which type of earthquakes will most likely generate pulverized rocks, as shown 

below. 

4.3 Results 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the regions off the fault where the mean stress in each element 

exceeds the tensional stress threshold for earthquakes in a uniform medium and for 

earthquakes along a fault separating two different materials, respectively. The fault is 

located at 0 km, right in the center of the horizontal axis, and the plot is in “map view”, 
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looking down from above. Each plot only shows the stress in the uppermost elements - 

in this case 50m below the surface- but extends out to 500m on either side of the fault. If 

exceeding the threshold is taken to indicate that pulverization is likely in that area, then 

these figures show the spatial distribution of pulverization expected from that particular 

earthquake simulation. 

 

The results for a uniform medium are shown in Figure 4.2. For the subshear case, the 

threshold is exceeded near the ends of the fault in the dilatational quadrants up to 150m 

away from the fault. The damage is symmetric around the fault due to the uniform 

material. In the case of a supershear rupture, the damage is again symmetric, but now 

extends out for several hundred meters. There is also a region of high stresses near the 

center of the fault where the threshold is exceeded. This is likely due to the transition to 

supershear rupture speeds. In both uniform cases, the majority of damage is expected 

close to the fault, with a significant reduction in damage only 100m off the fault.  

 

For the bimaterial runs, there are even clearer differences (Figure 4.3). The subshear 

case meets the threshold easily in the dilatational quadrant on the stiff side of the fault 

and the damage extends out to 450m, but in a decreasing area. The supershear case 

inverts the damage distribution, with the majority of damage now in the extensional 

quadrant of the more compliant material. The damage here extends for several hundred 

meters away from the fault. Both cases are asymmetric.  
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Another way to compare the two bimaterial simulations is presented in Figure 4.4. This 

figure shows the maximum mean stress values achieved at every distance along strike 

for each simulation. Here, the stress is positive in tension and the largest tensile stresses 

Figure 4.2 Simulations in a uniform medium, with subshear rupture propagation (A) and 

supershear rupture propagation (B). Off-fault points where the mean stress reached the 

10 MPa threshold are marked with red dots. 

Figure 4.3 Simulations in a bimaterial medium, with 20% contrast in the seismic 

velocity between each side. Off-fault points where the mean stress reached the 10 MPa 

threshold are marked with red dots. The subshear rupture propagation (A) is the 

simulation most consistent with observed pulverized rock distributions. 
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are naturally in the extensional quadrant. These values are for 50m off the fault and only 

on the stiffer side, where pulverization is observed in the field. It is clear that both 

simulations go above the 10 MPa limit, but the subshear simulation remains above the 

threshold until the end of the fault. The supershear case is only above the threshold along 

the section of the fault where the rupture transitions to supershear speeds. The stress 

drops once the rupture transition is complete. 

Figure 4.5 is similar to Figure 4.4 except that it shows the maximum mean strain rate at 

every distance along strike, again on the stiff side and 50m off the fault. The supershear 

simulation achieves its highest strain rates during the supershear transition, before falling 

back below 1 𝑥 10−1 𝑠−1. The subshear case shows consistently high strain rates as the

rupture propagates in the positive direction. Most notable about this figure is the 

magnitude of the strain rate, which reaches about 2 𝑥 10−3  𝑠−1 at most for either

simulation. While some higher strain rates (around 4 𝑥 10−3 𝑠−1) are measured in the

supershear simulation, those occur in the more compliant material, opposite where 

pulverization has been observed. 

To understand the stress state in an area that may experience pulverization, a time series 

of the mean stress in a single off-fault element is shown in Figure 4.6. This particular 

stress evolution represents the element that had the largest stress pulse in the bimaterial 

subshear simulation, although the general features are common to all cases. The stress is 
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initially zero at this location, 50m off the fault and at the surface, but as the rupture 

approaches the stress becomes compressive before suddenly expanding out rapidly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Measurements for this figure were reported every 0.075 s, which means that the mean 

stress changed at a peak rate of over 150 MPa/s. Every element that exceeded the 

threshold shows a similar time evolution, with a large stress peak - tensile or 

compressive depending on the quadrant- that developed over the 0.3-0.6 second window 

corresponding to the time of rupture passage. However, only the bimaterial runs exhibit 

the compression-to-tension transition shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.4 Maximum mean stress values measured at every distance along strike, 50 

meters from the fault plane, on the stiffer side of the fault. The earthquake begins at 35 

km along strike and propagates bilaterally until the end of the fault. Dashed line marks 

the tensile threshold. 
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Several bimaterial subshear simulations were also run with smaller element sizes (Δx = 

500m, 200m, 100m, 50m, and 25m) in order to produce Figure 4.7. This figure includes 

the maximum mean stress and the maximum mean strain rates measured at different 

distances from the fault on the stiff side. A trendline indicates how this data is expected 

to change for closer (sub-meter) distances. Unsurprisingly, both stress and strain rate 

increase significantly as you move closer to the fault. 

Figure 4.5 Maximum mean strain rate values measured at every distance along strike, 

50 meters from the fault plane, on the stiffer side of the fault. The earthquake begins at 

35 km along strike and propagates bilaterally until the end of the fault. 
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Figure 4.6 Mean stress variation in a single element over the course of the simulation. 

This is from the bimaterial subshear run, where the mean stress suddenly changes from 

around 1.5 MPa in compression to over 16 MPa in tension. (Inset) The stress 

components show the sudden tensile pulse occurs in all three directions. While the fault-

parallel direction is the largest, there is also a strong fault-normal change of 

approximately 16 MPa. 

Figure 4. 7 Maximum mean stress and maximum strain rate measured at each distance 

from the fault. Data is from bimaterial subshear simulations, in the material with a 

higher seismic velocity. Trendlines extend the data to estimate values in the sub-meter 

range. 
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A final aspect of this study involved altering the earthquake magnitude and slip 

distribution to determine the types of events needed to reach the imposed threshold. A 

magnitude of at least Mw = 7.1 was needed to produce a mean stress variation larger 

than the pulverization threshold. Smaller earthquakes could not produce a tensile stress 

larger than 10 MPa anywhere off the fault plane near the surface. Similarly, earthquakes 

that met the threshold exhibited “shallow slip”, meaning that a significant amount of slip 

occurred near the surface, generally greater than four meters with the majority of slip 

concentrated between 6-8 kilometers down dip (Figure 4.8a). A “deep slip” earthquake 

instead has less than 4 meters of slip at the surface and the majority of slip on the fault 

occurs around 10km down dip (Figure 4.8b). Intuitively, when more slip is near the 

surface it is easier to meet the threshold and cause pulverization. Even larger magnitude 

Figure 4.8 Shallow (A) and Deep (B) slip distributions. Large crustal earthquakes 

produce more complicated slip distributions than these simulations (Cohee and Beroza, 

1994; Jónsson et al. 2002), however, the natural events indicate mostly shallow slip. 

Simulations with more slip near the surface exceeded the pulverization threshold more 

readily. 
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earthquakes, above Mw 7.5, were not able to meet the threshold if there was not 

significant shallow slip. We remark that all the simulated earthquakes were characterized 

by a compact source dimension and a high stress drop in these simplified models. It 

remains to be seen if events with low stress drops that have distributed slip near the 

surface would meet any pulverization threshold. 

4.4 Discussion 

Based on several features of pulverized rock observations in the field, the results of our 

simulations indicate that a subshear earthquake along a bimaterial fault is the most likely 

cause of the observed damage. Even more specifically, it takes a large earthquake of at 

least Mw 7.1 with significant slip (several meters) at the surface to best match the 

damage seen in field studies, particularly the highly asymmetric distribution with most 

damage on the side of the fault with higher seismic velocity. 

It is important to clarify that each large shallow earthquake simulated produced a mean 

stress above 10 MPa in at least some areas (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Theoretically, this 

means that every type of earthquake has the potential to produce pulverized rock. 

However, when you compare the distributions of pulverized rock seen in the field with 

the distributions produced by our model, only the bimaterial subshear case produces 

comparable results. We take this as an indication that bimaterial subshear ruptures are 

the most likely cause of pulverization. 
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However, this does not clarify the exact mechanism by which pulverization occurs. 

Fortunately, the stress and strain rate values obtained can be compared with prior 

theoretical explanations of the pulverization mechanism in the same way that field 

observations were used to compare the spatial distribution of damage with our model. 

One of the major mechanisms of pulverization, advanced by Doan and d'Hour (2012), is 

based on a statistical theory of the brittle strength of materials developed for studying 

impact damage in ceramics (Denoual and Hild, 2000; Denoual, 2002; Hild, 2003). 

Essentially, a slowly loaded material will fail along a few major fractures, but if loading 

is much more rapid, the physics is altered so that multiple fractures can propagate 

simultaneously. Rapid strain rates result in “dynamic fragmentation” which produces 

damage similar to a pulverized rock, including very small grain size and no preferred 

fracture orientation.  

 

Two groups of experiments by Doan and d'Hour (2012) and Yuan et al. (2011) used split 

Hopkinson pressure bars to produce pulverized rock experimentally in the laboratory and 

measure the strain rates needed to cause such damage. Both papers agree that strain rates 

of at least 250 𝑠−1 are needed to cause pulverization of intact rock. Doan and d'Hour 

(2012) also investigated the effect of predamage on this threshold and found that it is 

lower (near 150 𝑠−1) if the rock is already damaged. They explain their values using the 

dynamic fragmentation theory, eventually deriving the transition stress rate (simplified 

from their equation 21), 
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𝜎�̇� = 𝐶Δ𝜎𝑐 𝑉−
1

𝑛         (4.4) 

 

where C is a constant dependent on the dimension, initial defect distribution, and other 

physical properties, Δσ is the ultimate strength, c is the elastic wave speed, n is the 

dimensionality, and V is the volume of the sample.  

 

Assuming the critical stress rate is directly related to the critical strain rate, both the 

Doan and d'Hour (2012) and Yuan et al. (2011) results match this relation quite well. 

This seems to indicate that either those experiments produce tensional damage when 

they pulverize the rock or that the details of tension/compression are not as important as 

the very high strain rate. That is, rapid tensile stresses and rapid compressional stresses 

both drive dynamic fragmentation to the same end state. For this reason, even though the 

macroscopic tension measured off the fault in our simulations is not an exact analogue of 

the split Hopkinson pressure bar experiments, we believe a comparison of strain rates 

produced is useful. 

 

However, to make this comparison we must take into account the volumetric difference 

between our element size and their sample size. They used cylindrical samples, 2.5cm 

long and with a 2.5cm diameter, which corresponds to 𝑉−
1

3 = 43.36 𝑚−1. We assume 

that our element size of 100m delineates a characteristic rock volume below which 

heterogeneity (i.e. initial flaws) cannot be resolved. The corresponding volume term 
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would then be 𝑉−
1

3 = 0.0068 𝑚−1, which is 6376 times smaller than the lab experiment. 

Due to the direct relation between 𝑉−
1

3and ̇ �̇� in equation 4.4, the strain rate threshold 

from our simulations should also be smaller by the same amount. This results in a 

transition strain rate of roughly 0.04 𝑠−1 for our simulations. However, the maximum 

mean strain rate measured 50 meters off the fault was only 0.002 𝑠−1, an order of 

magnitude lower (Figure 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5 shows that this level of strain rate is not met by either bimaterial simulation 

on the stiff side of the fault. However, Figure 4.7 shows that higher strain rates can be 

produced closer to the fault. By using the trendline in Figure 4.7, we can determine that 

the threshold strain rate of 0.04 𝑠−1 will be met around 1 meter off the fault for a 

subshear rupture along a bimaterial interface. Closer than 1m, a large earthquake will 

produce strain rates high enough to cause pulverization via dynamic fragmentation. 

However, the maximum strain rate values are not large enough to cause pulverization 

tens to hundreds meters away from the fault, where pulverized rocks are observed in the 

field. 

 

Experimental studies have also measured the peak strength of pulverized samples, which 

typically falls somewhere between 150-200 MPa (Yuan et al., 2011; Doan & d’Hour, 

2012; Aben et al., 2016). Figure 4.4 shows that nowhere along strike is this high level of 

stress present, either in tension or compression. Again though, following the trend in 
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Figure 4.7, the bimaterial subshear simulation should produce this level of stress closer 

than 2 cm from the fault.  

 

These results suggest that dynamic fragmentation may cause pulverization close to the 

fault, but more is needed to explain how pulverization reaches distances of 100m off the 

fault. Additionally, there are some difficulties with the details of the dynamic 

fragmentation theory. While our 3D dynamic model includes our basic understanding of 

earthquake source physics, 3D model geometry and the free surface, these are not able to 

be captured from the laboratory experiments used to validate the dynamic fragmentation 

theory. Therefore the exact threshold values may not be entirely accurate.  

 

Moreover, the theory relies on the assumption that the stress rate is constant. Our 

modeling results show that for an earthquake rupture, there are sharp changes in the 

stress (Fig. 4.6) and strain rate, which indicates that the stress rate changes over time. 

Most importantly, our results show that there are strong volumetric tensile stresses and 

lower strain rates and compressional stresses than suggested by the theory. Therefore, it 

is very likely that impact experiments, with strongly one-dimensional loading, are not a 

faithful analogue for what occurs in a rock body during an earthquake and that the 

threshold may not be applicable to pulverized rock formation in natural earthquakes. 

However, the mechanism of dynamic fragmentation, where rapid loading drives multiple 

fractures, is still appropriate given the high values obtained (10 MPa and 2 𝑥 10−3 𝑠−1). 
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Another mechanism suggested by Dor et al. (2006) is that the large tensile stresses 

generated from rupture along a bimaterial interface cause pulverization. This mechanism 

is qualitatively consistent with our modeling results, as we see large tensile stresses 

where pulverized rocks are expected for the bimaterial simulations. However, as our 

results show, not all ruptures on bimaterial interfaces are capable of producing 

pulverized rocks that are consistent with field observations. Rather, it is only subshear 

ruptures on bimaterial interfaces that match observations. 

Our results show that dynamic unloading produces large tensile stresses hundreds of 

meters off the fault in the subshear case (Figure 4.3a). These stresses expand the rock in 

all directions simultaneously (Figure 4.6, inset). This is a rapid volumetric expansion 

that coincides with the rupture passage. What makes the bimaterial case particularly 

effective is the fault-normal expansion, where the elements off the fault are first 

compressed before being stretched. While the fault-normal component is typically what 

dynamic unloading is concerned with, our results show a tensile stress in the other 

directions as well. Combined, this produces a stress state that is more than capable of 

damaging a rock body. 

At the same time, stresses and strain rates are expected close to the fault that are 

comparable to those needed for dynamic fragmentation. A union of these two 

mechanisms seems to be a natural explanation for PR formation. Rupture along a 

bimaterial interface causes dynamic unloading which produces rapid strain rates and 
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high mean stresses which expand the material in every direction simultaneously. Such a 

tensile stress state is so large and is applied so rapidly that multiple fractures grow in all 

directions and pulverizes the rock closest to the fault, at the sub-meter scale. Farther 

away, particularly everywhere our threshold is met, the rock is also damaged by the 

large tensile stresses, laying the groundwork for future pulverization. 

 

The subshear nature of the rupture indicates that pulverization is a multi-stage or 

repeated process. Every area that is damaged by the first rupture is then at risk for 

pulverization by later events. Repeated earthquakes over time work to create and extend 

the pulverized zone, from a sub-meter scale to tens and eventually hundreds of meters 

off the fault. This implies a relationship between fault age and PR zone width, where the 

most mature faults should have the widest pulverized zones. The relative frequency of 

subshear ruptures along bimaterial interfaces, even those larger than Mw 7.1, also 

suggests that PR should be more common than has been seen so far, or that the 

pulverization mechanism is missing important aspects. 

 

The ideas presented here agree with the well-reasoned conceptual model described by 

Aben et al. (2016), with one important modification. Their general model describes how 

an earthquake pulverizes the rock nearest the fault first and then expands the pulverized 

region outward with every successive event. They use laboratory experiments to derive 

thresholds for pulverization and suggest several rupture scenarios that may produce 

pulverization, such as subshear ruptures along a uniform fault, supershear ruptures, and 
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ruptures along a bimaterial interface. Our modification is that instead of the high 

compressive stress and strain rate, the material is subjected to tensile stresses caused by 

the rupture passage. As rocks are much weaker in tension, tensile loading is likely to 

lower the threshold for pulverization. Additionally, this tensile failure is predicated on 

the dynamic unloading that occurs along a bimaterial interface. We can therefore specify 

that ruptures along a bimaterial interface are the most likely cause of pulverization. 

4.5 Conclusions 

A bimaterial subshear earthquake produces damage that is the most consistent with the 

distributions of pulverized rock found in the field. A supershear earthquake along the 

same interface did not produce the requisite level of tensile stress, compressive stress, or 

strain rate during rupture propagation to meet any of these thresholds. The expected 

distribution of damage from the supershear earthquake also did not match field 

observations, which suggests that supershear ruptures do not play a significant role in 

pulverized rock formation.  

 

These results were analysed by applying a very simple 10 MPa threshold on the mean 

stress. Pulverization was assumed to occur in areas where the mean stress went above 10 

MPa in tension. The bimaterial subshear rupture produced the highest stresses and the 

fastest strain rates off the fault, in the extensional quadrant where pulverized rock has 

been observed. Our results also show that the high laboratory-derived strain rate and 

stress required for pulverization is not reached at these distances in realistic earthquakes.  
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Instead, our results suggest that pulverization is the result of volumetric tensile 

expansion. These tensile stresses are the result of dynamic unloading, where normal 

stress is relaxed due to subshear rupture along a bimaterial interface. Very close to the 

fault, this unloading may cause pulverization via dynamic fragmentation. The stress 

remains high 50-100 meters away from the fault which almost certainly causes damage. 

With repeated events, the zone of pulverization extends away from the fault plane, 

eventually producing the tens to hundreds of meter wide zones of fully pulverized rock 

seen in the field. Future work is needed to determine how far off the fault pulverization 

can occur due to a single event and how current laboratory-derived thresholds, under 

compressional conditions, change when tensile stresses are applied. 
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5. DYNAMIC TRIGGERING OF STRESSED GRANULAR MATERIALS 

5.1 Introduction 

There have been many observations that seismic waves propagating outward from an 

earthquake can trigger activity on nearby faults. The first observations of an earthquake 

triggering events several hundred kilometers away come from the 1992 𝑀𝑊 = 7.2 

Landers, CA earthquake (Hill et al., 1993; Gomberg et al., 2001), which sharply 

increased seismicity throughout the western United States for a period of hours to weeks 

after the initial event. Subsequent observations, particularly of the 1999 Hector Mine 

earthquake, also in California, and the 1999 Izmit earthquake in Turkey, further 

contributed to the acknowledgement that earthquakes had the potential to interact with 

distant faults in a way that produced more earthquakes. The 2002 𝑀𝑊  = 7.9 Denali, 

Alaska earthquake triggered seismicity from British Columbia to Mexico (Gomberg et 

al., 2004; Freed, 2005). 

 

The motion of a fault during an earthquake is known to alter the long-term (static) stress 

field around a fault. These diminish rapidly with distance from a fault, therefore 

observations of earthquakes triggered on faults more than several rupture dimensions 

away are thought to be caused by dynamic stress changes carried by transient seismic 

waves. Corroborating this, triggered events frequently begin just as the surface wave 

train passes the triggered fault (Brodsky and van der Elst, 2014). These stress changes 

are small, typically less than 1 MPa producing strains on the order of 10⁻⁶ (Gomberg and 

Davis, 1996; Brodsky and Prejean, 2005), which suggests that triggered faults must be 
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highly stressed (Johnson and Jia, 2005). Even with these observations, the mechanism of 

failure is still unknown. A major problem with dynamic triggering is the transient nature 

of the stress perturbation, where the stress state returns to the initial state once the waves 

have passed. The expected seismicity would have to occur as the waves pass and the 

stress state is changed. This immediate triggering is seen, however, the bulk of 

dynamically triggered seismicity occurs after a delay of seconds to weeks following the 

original event (Freed, 2005). This implies that the dynamic stresses either change the 

system, and the failure criteria that must be met, or initiate a secondary mechanism that 

leads to rupture. 

 

Any understanding of which transients are most likely to trigger a new earthquake on a 

fault will rely on a more complete understanding of the failure mechanism. For this, we 

must look at the stability of the slipping surface. The actual slip surface of a fault 

consists of a narrow, highly-strained zone where most shear takes place (Chester et al., 

1993; Chester and Chester, 1998). This fault core is composed of granular material 

generated by the grinding and wearing of both sides of the fault as they slide past each 

other. The core is a zone of weakness and represents the portion of the fault where 

nucleation takes place. As such, interactions between grains in the fault core control the 

friction of the surface and the ultimate strength of the fault. 

 

Recently, several authors have investigated the effect of dynamic perturbations on 

stressed granular materials. A common way to study the behavior of fault gouge is 
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through numerical models that simulate grains in a confined area subject to shear stress, 

akin to an active fault zone. When the boundary of such a system is vibrated, simulating 

passing seismic waves, studies have found that slip can be induced in the grains. Such 

triggering appears to be amplitude dependent, with a threshold below which no 

appreciable change in the system is detected. Larger amplitude vibrations have been 

shown to produce larger amplitude slip events, and vibrations typically result in a clock-

advance of the slip event (Griffa et al., 2013; Ferdowski et al., 2013), where the natural 

event occurs earlier than would it would have in the absence of perturbation, in general 

agreement with natural observations. Others have found a characteristic frequency of 

oscillation that the external perturbation generates within the granular material (Giacco 

et al., 2015). These waves spontaneously emerged at the onset of failure, even without 

the external vibration. This suggests that the behavior inside the granular pack is just as 

important to failure as properties of the external perturbation. 

Several physical laboratory experiments on sheared glass beads subject to boundary 

vibrations have found that, when the system is near failure, the vibrations result in both 

immediate and delayed events, as well as a departure from the standard recurrence 

interval expected from the constant loading rate. The amount of departure is correlated 

with the amplitude and duration of the boundary vibration applied, and is believed to be 

due to the nonlinear elastic response of the modelled fault gouge (Johnson and Jia, 

2005). Lab experiments indicate that seismic waves alter the frictional properties of the 
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gouge, and the triggered events reflect a disruption of the internal fault zone structure 

(Johnson et al., 2008).  

 

Both numerical and laboratory models have been unable to identify the exact alteration 

of the fault gouge that takes place when the system is dynamically stressed. However an 

alteration of the gouge is the obvious explanation for the observed time delay between 

passing seismic waves and triggered events. This work studies the consequences of such 

dynamic stress changes in a granular system after a simplified normal stress perturbation 

is applied. Perturbations are in the form of a single wavelet pulse, not a wave train, input 

at a single frequency, allowing us to focus on the behavior leading to failure under the 

simplest dynamic stressing conditions. By studying the nature of the failure, it gives us a 

deeper understanding of how seismic activity may be triggered. 

5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Discrete Element Model 

We use a two-dimensional Discrete Element Method (DEM) code to track the motions 

of and the forces on each particle in the simulation over a stick-slip cycle. The DEM 

code creates a periodic layer of circular grains to fill an area between two rough rigid 

walls made of glued grains. The grain diameters are generated randomly from a clipped 

Gaussian distribution around the average grain diameter. In this model, distance, 

velocity, stresses, and time all scale with the chosen size of the average grain and the 

elastic properties of the grains. For the purposes of giving dimensional values to the 

experiments, all values are calculated assuming 1 millimeter quartz grains (Young’s 
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Modulus of 80 GPa). A normal stress to the top wall, 𝑁𝑜, is applied to the system to 

tightly pack the grains. Here the normal stress is set to 80 MPa, corresponding to several 

kilometers beneath the surface. 

 

The system is loaded in shear by pulling a spring attached to the top wall of the box at a 

constant wall-parallel velocity, simulating shear loading via tectonic forces (Figure 5.1). 

When the shear force, F, reaches a critical value, the wall slips, the grains rearrange 

themselves through a combination of rolling and frictional sliding into a new packing, 

and the load cycle begins again. The stress ratio, 𝐹 𝑁𝑜⁄ , at which failure occurs during 

slow loading is referred to as the strength of the system, S. This can be thought of as a 

static friction coefficient. The strength is an emergent quantity that depends on the exact 

packing. The strength of the packings studied here ranges between [0.22 - 0.28], 

generally averaging 0.24. This means that the packings can withstand shear forces up to 

a quarter the size of the normal stress before slipping. These values are characteristic of 

2-D circular grain models (Morgan, 1999; Mora and Place, 1999) 
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The code is similar to that used in Aharonov and Sparks (2002), (2004). The model is 

two dimensional and the force of gravity is ignored. Individual grains are simulated as 

inelastic spheres, free to rotate and slide, and are incohesive. When two grains overlap, 

that is, when the distance between the centers of grain i and grain j, termed 𝑟𝑖𝑗, is less 

than the sum of the radii, 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑅𝑗 , an interaction force is exerted on each grain at the 

point of contact. The normal interaction force is depends on the very small amount of 

overlap between grains, 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑅𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 , and is expressed as: 

𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑛(𝑡) = [𝑘𝑛(𝑅𝑖 + 𝑅𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗) − 𝛾𝑚𝑖𝑗(𝑟𝑖�̇� ∙ �̂�)]�̂�     (5.1) 

where �̂� = (𝒓𝒊𝒋 ∙ 𝒙, 𝒓𝒊𝒋 ∙ �̂�)/𝒓𝒊𝒋, the unit vector normal to the surface. The normal force 

exerted by the contact consists of a linear repulsive force, the first term in equation 5.1, 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the granular code. Grains are compressed in a box under an external normal 

force N, while the top wall of the packing is stressed under the force of a loaded spring, F. Grains are 

colored according to how much stress they experience, with warm colors indicating higher stresses. Stress 

chains are also visible through the granular packing at an angle due to the shear force on the top wall. 
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as well as a damping force that depends on the relative grain velocities, �̇�𝑖𝑗. Here, 𝑘𝑛 is 

the normal spring stiffness, 𝛾 is the damping coefficient and 𝑚𝑖𝑗 is the harmonic mean of 

the two grain masses. 

The shear force on the contact is determined using an elastic friction law (Cundall and 

Strack, 1979) 

𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑠 (𝑡) =  −[min (𝑘𝑠Δ𝑠, 𝜇(𝐹 ∙ �̂�)]�̂� (5.2) 

where �̂� = (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ∙ �̂�, − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ∙ �̂�)/𝒓𝒊𝒋 is the unit vector tangent to the contact, μ is the surface

friction coefficient, 𝑘𝑠 is the shear stiffness and Δs is the shear displacement since the 

formation of the contact. According to equation 5.2, shear displacement is resisted by a 

linear elastic force which increases to a maximum of 𝜇𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑛. The spring constants, 𝑘𝑛 and 

𝑘𝑠 are chosen for rigid grains so that overlap deformation and tangential sliding 

distances are smaller than the grain size. Values of  𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑠 follow a non-linear elastic 

Hertz-Mindlin contact law where the stiffness is a function of the contact force. 

Because the equations of motion are stepped forward in time, the positions and stresses 

on each grain are recorded at each time step. This study uses the recorded positions 

during slow tectonic loading as the initial states under which different perturbations are 

applied. This ability is important because it allows us to let a system with an identical 

history and configuration evolve in different ways under different conditions. How the 

system evolves after it is perturbed can then be compared to the natural evolution of the 
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system under slow tectonic loading and changes due to the pulse can be clearly 

identified. 

5.2.2 Boundary Pulse Perturbations 

The system is initially loaded by slowly pulling the top wall spring at 10−3 m/s, much 

faster than tectonic rates, but slow compared to the velocity of a single slip event (~1 

m/s). Once the strength of the system is reached, the spring force can overcome the 

frictional resistance of the grains and grains begin to roll or slide over one another. This 

motion relaxes the spring force and therefore drops the stress ratio. The value of F/N at 

failure under slow loading conditions represents the nominal strength of the packing, Sₒ. 

Since loading is slow compared to the slip velocity, grain behavior during slip is 

decoupled from behavior during the loading phase, essentially ensuring that Sₒ is 

independent of the loading velocity for slow loading.  

 

After the strength is known, we move back in time to a point just before failure, where 

F/N is 95% or more of Sₒ. At this stress ratio, the front end of the spring is held fixed 

(𝑉𝑠𝑝 = 0) and a rapid perturbation is added to the normal stress, N. A normal stress 

perturbation was chosen to avoid any resonance effects in the driving spring. Figure 5.2a 

shows the prescribed normal force oscillation. This method is intended to mimic a 

seismic wave passing across a stressed fault, where stresses to the system are applied 

over milliseconds compared to the years-long stress rate of tectonic activity. 
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The amplitude of the pulse is chosen to increase F/N slightly over the strength, Sₒ 

(Figure 5.2a). However, because the pulse is applied at different stress levels, the exact 

amplitudes that go above Sₒ also vary with initial stress. The applied pulse amplitudes 

ranged from 0.04 – 8 MPa (0.05 – 10% of the confining stress), consistent with previous 

granular triggering studies (Johnson et al., 2016). Higher amplitude pulses (>1 MPa) 

were needed to ensure that immediate triggering was seen in every grain pack, for every 

initial stress condition, and every pulse frequency. 

 

In addition to altering the pulse amplitude, A, we also altered the pulse frequency, 

ω=2πf. Frequencies ranged from 4 – 75 kHz, a range determined by the grain size in our 

model. For millimeter size grains, such high frequencies are necessary for the pulse to 

travel completely through the granular system. Lower frequencies (<1 kHz) cause the 

entire granular pack to shift at once because the wavelength of the perturbation is larger 

than the height of the system. In the example in Figure 5.2, the amplitude and frequency 

combination of the pulse push the system just slightly above its original strength for a 

short time. This is enough to cause a small amount of displacement within the granular 

layer, which causes a reduction in the shear force, F (Figure 5.2b). Finally, four different 

granular packings, each with a different Sₒ value, were pulsed.  
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5.3 Results 

Figure 5.3 shows the main types of behaviors induced by the pulse. When the pulse 

amplitude is large enough a slip event occurs (Figure 5.3c). A slip event is defined as a 

horizontal motion of the top wall, caused by grain rearrangement that relieves at least 

5% of the stress on the system, although a 20% drop in shear stress is common.  

 

For smaller pulse amplitudes, there is very small inelastic strain to the system, but the 

system stabilizes as the shear stress is relieved (Figure 5.3a) and a slip event does not 

occur. These events typically relieve less than 1% of the stress on the system and do not 

involve major grain rearrangement. The larger pulses that cause immediate slip are 

referred to as “triggered” simulations, while the smallest amplitudes that are not 

followed by a slip event are “non-triggered”. For a small range of intermediate 

amplitudes, slip is triggered by the reverberations of the pulse through the system, not by 

Figure 5.2 A wavelet pulse is input into the top wall of the granular packing while the shear force is held 

constant. The decrease in normal force increases the stress ratio of 𝐅𝐬𝐩𝐫𝐢𝐧𝐠/N during the pulse (A). The pulse 

amplitude is chosen so that it pushes the system above its original strength, Sₒ. During the pulse, the normal 

force on to top wall decreases which allows for a slight release of the shear force (B). 
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the initial pulse itself. These are referred to as “delayed triggering” simulations (Figure 

5.3b). We begin by discussing non-triggering smaller amplitude pulses to explore their 

effect on the strength of the system.  

  

Figure 5.3 Three possible pulse results. In a) the pulse causes a relaxation of the spring force and a 

slight decrease in the stress ratio, but slip is not triggered. In c) the pulse triggers a slip event, rearranging 

the grains, relaxing the spring force significantly. There is a large decrease in the stress ratio. This is an 

example of immediate triggering, where slip begins within 𝚫𝐭𝐜, the time it takes the pulse to pass through 

the system once. The intermediate state b) shows that for a small range of amplitudes, slip is triggered 

later than 𝚫𝐭𝐜. These are referred to in the text as “delayed triggering” simulations and are the result of 

multiple reverberations through the system. 
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5.3.1 Response to Small Amplitude Pulses 

The major change that occurs when a pulse is introduced into the system is a physical 

displacement of the grains and the corresponding strain that is induced in the system. 

This slight displacement only begins when the F/N value first reaches the original 

strength, Sₒ. If F/N  never exceeds Sₒ, then any displacement is observed to be elastic 

and reversible. Once the pulse increases the stress ratio to the strength, two changes 

happen. First, any non-recoverable displacement works to relieve the shear force, F. 

When N returns to the starting value after the pulse, there has been a non-zero reduction 

in the shear force such that F' < Fₒ, the original shear force. This reduced F is given by: 

𝐹′(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑜 − 𝑘 Δ𝑥 (5.3) 

We observe that this small, non-triggering strain changes the strength of the system. We 

demonstrate this by reinitiating slow loading after the pulse until failure occurs. Figure 

5.4 shows the newly-measured strength of these systems after they have been subjected 

to various small-amplitude pulses. The post-pulse strength, S', is often different from Sₒ, 

the strength of the unpulsed system. At the very low strains caused by smallest 

amplitude pulses, the system is actually strengthened. This is consistently observed for 

most initial stress levels and for most pulse frequencies. However, at larger amplitudes 

the pulses cause enough strain to begin weakening the system. While these pulses still 

are not large enough to cause failure, by reloading the system and measuring the new 

strength it is clear that the system has become weaker because of the pulse (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.5 attempts to quantify this weakening. It takes a certain displacement, 𝑋𝑤, 

before the system begins to weaken and the exact value varies for every granular system. 

However, once the critical 𝑋𝑤 is reached, successively higher amplitude pulses cause a 

near-linear decrease in the strength. Figure 5.5 displays this strength reduction for a 

single granular packing that was pulsed with multiple amplitudes; each data point 

represents a different simulation from the same starting configuration of grains and 

stress. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Strength measurements of the granular packing subjected to various pulses. All pulses are 

too low in amplitude to cause triggering, and so, after the pulse dissipates, the system continues to be 

loading until a slip event occurs. The stress level at which slip occurs is taken to be the new strength, S’, 

for that pack. Each data point on the plot corresponds to the reloaded strength of a granular pack that has 

been subjected to a pulse of the denoted frequency and amplitude. The smallest amplitude pulses, of all 

frequencies, tend to strengthen the system slightly, however, above a certain amplitude the system is 

weakened by the pulses. 
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We model only the weakening part of the relationship simply as a linear decrease in 

strength with strain above 𝑋𝑤. 

𝑆′(𝑥) = 𝑆𝑜(1 − 𝛽𝑥) = 𝑆𝑜(1 − 𝛽[Δ𝑥 − 𝑋𝑊])     (5.4) 

Where Δ𝑥 = 𝑋𝑇 is the full displacement starting from zero and β is a rate of weakening, 

determined from the fit displayed in Figure 5.5. Like 𝑋𝑤, β is unique to a specific 

granular packing, but typically ranges from 0.1 to 0.2. 

 

As discussed, the displacement decreases the stored spring force as well as the strength. 

If the reduced strength of the system falls below the reduced spring force, then a slip 

event will be triggered. Simply put, the spring would exert more force than the granular 

Figure 5.5 The reduction in strength (S’) and the reduction in shear force (F') with grain 

displacement, expressed as a percentage of the nominal strength, So. Data is from the f = 6000 Hz 

simulation in Figure 5.4. Intersection occurs at 0.15 diameters of displacement. If a pulse causes 

deformation beyond this point, triggering will occur. Note that the strength is increased for the smallest 

displacements, but begins to weaken once  𝐅 𝐍 𝐜𝐫𝐢𝐭
 is reached. 
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packing could withstand. Figure 5.5 also shows where the strength fit intersects with the 

weakening spring force, at 𝑋𝑇. After that much total displacement, so much weakening 

has occurred that the spring force is higher than the strength and slip should be triggered. 

In this example, 𝑋𝑇 occurs at 0.151 grain diameters of displacement, which is x = 0.075 

diameters of displacement after the critical 𝑋𝑊. Note that x and 𝑋𝑊 can only be 

measured for simulations of the system that are not triggered, in the event of delayed 

triggering (discussed later) it is not possible to obtain points closer to 𝑋𝑇.  

 

It is also worth noting that x, 𝑋𝑊, and 𝑋𝑇 are all unique to a particular grain 

configuration. This means that 𝑋𝑊 may be larger or smaller for different grain packs and 

the pulse must cause more displacement for the strength to start decreasing. However, all 

displacement will work to relieve the spring force. So while the exact intersection of F’ 

and S’ will vary depending on when S’ begins to decrease, in all cases S’ was seen to 

decrease faster than F’. 

 

The minimum displacement required for triggering, 𝑋𝑇, can be obtained by setting
𝐹′

𝑁
=

𝑆′   . The resulting expression describes the total displacement necessary: 
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𝑋𝑇 >
𝑆𝑜−

𝐹𝑜
𝑁
−𝑆𝑜β𝑋𝑊

𝑆𝑜𝛽−
𝑘

𝑁

        (5.5) 

While the exact strain needed will change depending on the granular packing (which 

causes variations in Sₒ, Fₒ, and β), equation 5.5 is consistent with every non-triggered 

simulation examined. 

5.3.2 Immediate Triggering due to Large Amplitude Pulses 

The previous section shows that the amount of displacement caused by the pulse is 

crucial for determining behavior after the pulse is complete. However displacement 

continues to accumulate after the pulse is applied due to dynamic forces in the system. In 

this section, we introduce a simplified analysis of those dynamic forces in order to 

examine the triggering point of the granular system. 

 

If a pulse is large enough, or lasts long enough, there can be enough displacement to 

instigate failure immediately. To quantify the pulse properties needed to cause 

immediate failure, we consider a pulse corresponding to half the period of a sinusoid: 

𝑁 = 𝑁𝑜 + 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡)         (5.6) 

which is applied from 0 < 𝑡 < 𝜋
𝜔⁄ .  

 

The set up of our numerical experiments is simpler if a pulse is applied only in the 

normal force, to avoid interaction with the wall-parallel driving spring. However, the 
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following analysis is somewhat easier if the pulse is applied in the shear force, F. The 

pulse in the normal force, N, is equivalent to a pulse in the shear force, F=𝐹𝑜 +

𝐴 sin (𝜔𝑡), as long as the pulse is small compared to initial applied forces. Slip begins 

when the force ratio is equal to the strength. This happens at 

𝑡1 =
1

𝜔
𝑠𝑖𝑛−1(

𝑆𝑜−𝐹𝑜

𝐴
) (5.7) 

From this point on, the equation of motion will be 

𝑚 �̈� = 𝐹 − 𝑆 (5.8) 

𝑚 �̈� = 𝐹𝑜 + 𝐴 sin (𝜔𝑡) − 𝑆 (5.9) 

However, as seen previously, any displacement will alter the strength. Assuming that the 

system is close enough to failure that S decreases linearly with any further displacement, 

we can substitute Eq. 5.4 for S: 

�̈� =
𝐴

𝑚
sin(𝜔𝑡) + 𝜓 + 𝜙𝑥 (5.10) 

where 𝜙 =
𝑆𝑜𝛽

𝑚
 and 𝜓 =

𝐹𝑜
𝑁
−𝑆𝑜

𝑚
. 

Applying the initial conditions of no displacement or motion until t₁ yields the full 

solution to this equation (see Appendix A). However, this equation only describes 

motion during the pulse. We are interested in the motion after the pulse has passed 
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through the system to see if that post-pulse motion will lead to failure. After the pulse is 

complete, at t = 
𝜋

𝜔
, the equation of motion simplifies to 

�̈� = 𝜓 + 𝜙𝑥          (5.11) 

which has a solution of 

𝑥 = √𝜙𝐶3𝑒
√𝜙𝑡 + √𝜙𝐶4𝑒

−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝜓

𝜙
       (5.12) 

 

The coefficients can be determined by applying matching conditions for displacement 

and velocity solutions to 5.10 and 5.12 at t = π/ω. The solution after the pulse is over is 

then described by: 

𝑋𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = (𝑎 + 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) + (𝑎 − 𝑏)𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) −
𝜓

𝜙
    (5.13) 

where 𝑎 =
𝜓𝜔2

2 𝜙(𝜔+ 𝜙)
 and 𝑏 =

𝜔√𝐴2+(𝐹𝑜/𝑁−𝑆𝑜)2

2𝑚 √(𝜙)(𝜔2+ 𝜙)
 . 

 

Slip will be arrested (no triggering) only if a time 𝑡2 exists, at which the velocity goes to 

zero.  

0 = √𝜙(𝑎 + 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) −√𝜙(𝑎 − 𝑏)𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1)    (5.14) 

which can be re-written as 
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0 = 𝑎 sinh  (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) + 𝑏 cosh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1))    (5.15) 

−
𝑏

𝑎
= tanh  (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1))        (5.16) 

Since the hyperbolic tangent is limited to ±1, 5.16 is only valid if 

𝑏

𝑎
< |1|           (5.17) 

Therefore, if 5.17 is not true, then no time of zero velocity is possible and the system has 

been triggered and will generate large slip. Plugging in for a, b, φ, and ψ, then 

rearranging gives: 

𝐴𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟 = (𝑆𝑜𝑁 − 𝐹𝑜)√1 +
𝑚𝜔2

𝑁𝑆𝑜𝛽
       (5.18) 

the critical amplitude needed to cause runaway slip. For pulse amplitudes above this 

limit, the velocity will not go to zero after the pulse is complete and slip will continue. 

The amplitude is a function of the original strength and original force on the system, as 

well as the frequency of the wave, and the rate at which strength is reduced (β). 

 

To test this relation, we need to determine which pulse amplitudes immediately triggered 

failure in the granular system. For this we examine the normal stress on the bottom wall 

of the granular packing (Figure 5.6a). An input pulse passes through the system several 

times before dying away due to intergranular damping. The pulse is said to cause 

immediate failure if irreversible slip occurs during the first pass of the pulse through the 
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system. That is, the pulse should only travel through the system once before causing an 

irreversible (inelastic) shift leading to failure. The window of time that such a shift must 

occur in, 𝑡𝑐, can be determined by observing the normal stress on the bottom wall. When 

the normal stress returns to the original value, one perturbation has completely passed 

through the system (Figure 5.6a). 

Within that time window, the strength and the spring force will both be reduced. The 

actual values can be calculated using equations 5.2 and 5.3, assuming that the weakening 

coefficient, β, discovered for the non-triggered simulations is applicable for when a 

pulse causes slip. If the strength drops below the force within that window, the 

simulation is considered to be “immediately triggered” as the higher spring force will 

drive grain slip. Figure 5.6b shows how the strength is more rapidly reduced over 𝑡𝑐than 

force for an immediately triggered run. 
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For every pulse frequency, this threshold was applied to determine the amplitude that 

causes immediate failure. Using this frequency-amplitude data, we then applied our fit 

equation from equation (5.19): 

𝐴 < (𝑆𝑜𝑁 − 𝐹𝑜)√1 + 𝑏𝜔2 (5.19) 

where (SₒN- Fₒ) represents the difference between the original strength and the starting 

stress ratio, ω is the frequency of the pulse, and 𝑏 =  𝑚 𝑆𝑜𝑁𝛽  .

This equation is mostly consistent with the amplitudes that cause triggering in our 

numerical experiment (Figure 5.7). The pulse applied in the analytic model is simpler 

Figure 5.6 Diagram showing the threshold for determining immediate triggering. The time of a single 

reverberation, 𝐭𝐜, is used to determine if an irreversible deformation has happened in the grains. If the

system strength, S / S₀ , falls below the spring force, F₀, within the time window of the first reverberation, 

then the pulse has caused immediate triggering and slip is inevitable. 
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than what occurs in the numerical model because of reverberations in the granular layer, 

as discussed below. Our definition of immediate triggering is not rigorous and so 

variability in A is expected. Figure 5.7 shows this with error bars that reach down to the 

first pulse amplitude that triggers, but does not meet the immediate triggering threshold. 

Similarly, β is measured from the non-triggering data, which may or may not be 

applicable for the immediate triggering case. For example, if the system weakens at a 

faster rate (higher β) as it approaches failure, this will alter our prediction curve, 

specifically by changing b in Equation 5.19. All things considered, our equation provides 

a reasonable relationship between features of the pulse - the amplitude and frequency- 

and the ability to cause immediate triggering. 

Table 5.1 Data from a single granular packing pulsed at multiple frequencies until 

failure. The amplitude value corresponds to the first amplitude were S’ falls below 

F’, as explained in Figure 5.6. Data is plotted in Figure 5.7, except for the highest 

frequency. 

Immediate Triggering Amplitudes 

Amplitude 

(MPa) 

Frequency (ω) 

(kHz) 

1.04 4.71 

1.12 5.39 

1.2 6.28 

1.28 7.54 

1.84 12.57 

2.32 18.85 

4.0 37.70 

4.8 50.27 
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5.3.3 Intermediate Pulse Amplitudes and Delayed Triggering 

In a number of our simulations the pulse does not produce enough displacement to cause 

immediate triggering, but later reverberations continue to reduce the strength until 

triggering does occur. This “delayed triggering” can be explained by examining the 

reverberations through the system and how they alter the strength. 

Figure 5.8 shows a comparison between the stress on the zero-displacement bottom wall 

of the granular packing (Fig. 5.8a) and the stress ratio at the top wall (Figure 5.8b). The 

upper plot shows very clear reverberations through the system after the applied pulse is 

over. These reverberations are not captured by the stress ratio F/N because N is the 

external force applied to the top wall and is held fixed after the pulse is complete. 

Figure 5.7 The fit of equation 5.19 applied to the immediate triggering data. For each frequency, the 

lowest amplitude that caused immediate triggering, according to the threshold, was plotted. Error bars 

show the distance to the first amplitude to cause triggering. 
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For every pulse, the ringing slowly dies away as energy is dissipated by friction and 

inelastic damping between the grains. However, when a reverberation passes through the 

system, the stress ratio may exceed the strength, as it does during the initial pulse. As we 

have seen before, going above the strength results in accumulating strain and weakening. 

By using the same relationship between strain and strength that was derived from the 

non-triggering runs (Equation 5.3), it is possible to estimate the weakening caused by 

these reverberations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For our example case, Figure 5.9 compares the strength to the shear force on the system. 

Each data point shows the strength and force after a reverberation is completed, taking 

Figure 5.8 Stress on the bottom wall of the granular packing (top). Clear reverberations of the pulse are 

seen to pass through the system. Stress ratio (F/N) is output for the same simulation, showing a clear slip 

event which relieves the shear force and decreases the ratio (bottom). 
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into account the displacement that occurred while the stress ratio was pushed above the 

strength. Starting at the original strength, the first pulse causes enough strain to lower the 

strength, but the decrease is not enough to fall below the force. Instead, it is not until the 

fourth reverberation that the strength falls below the force and slip will occur. This 

suggests that, for a given amount of strain, the strength falls faster than the shear force.  

 

This is consistent with a β value that is typically larger than k/N, the rate stress is 

released from the top wall. The large drop in strength between the fourth and fifth 

reverberations is a clear indication that slip has already begun. 

 

An easier way to visualize the effects of these reverberations is shown in Figure 5.10. 

Every reverberation continues to lower the strength every time the stress ratio goes 

above the strength. This continues, as long as the reverberations are large enough, until 

the strength is below the spring force and slip occurs.  
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5.4 Discussion 

Each of the three behaviors exhibited by the granular system after it has been pulsed – 

immediate triggering, delayed triggering, and weakening but no triggering – can be 

explained by the competition between the strength of the system and the force on the 

system. When the strength is decreased to below the force, failure is inevitable. 

However, both the strength and the force decrease with strain. The strain must therefore 

be large enough to allow for a cross-over between strength and force, as seen in Figure 

5.5. Higher amplitude pulses and longer period pulses produce more strain and so are 

more likely to cause failure. 

Figure 5.9 A comparison of the spring force on the top wall and the strength of the system, both 

normalized by the original strength. Note that the spring force on the top wall is also divided by the 

normal force, as in equation 5.3, so that we are effectively comparing two stress ratios. Strain is 

accumulated each time the pulse pushes the stress ratio above the strength. This strain works to relieve the 

spring force and decrease the strength. It is clear that the strength is decreased more rapidly, falling below 

the spring force during the fourth reverberation of the pulse through the system. 
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One well-known feature of granular materials is that strain is distributed throughout the 

granular pack. However, our measurements of strain and displacement have been taken 

from the top wall. This displacement clearly relates to permanent changes in the strength 

of the system, as we have shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, but the details are unclear. 

To understand exactly what the pulse does to the system, a grain-scale view is needed. 

Here we will focus on the amount of intergranular slip that occurs on contacts. 

Figure 5.10 Strength weakening due to the pulse. Every time the pulse goes above the strength of the 

system, that strength is decreased (A). If there are multiple reverberations through the system, then every 

time the stress ratio F/N goes above the strength S, the system experiences some strain (B). This strain 

lowers the strength of the system, as shown in the solid black lines. Eventually the strength is decreased 

enough for the spring force to cause a slip event. 
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Figure 5.11a shows the typical intergranular slip on all contacts during a small increment 

of strain caused by continuously increasing the shear force at a slow rate. Under this 

loading situation, the contacts that shift the most (highest Δs) are under a range of 

normal forces (N), both high and low. The red squares denote contacts that are most 

favorably oriented for slip: those with contact normal > 60⁰ relative to the shear 

direction. These high-angle contacts tend to accumulate more slip than low-angle ones.  

 

Figure 5.11b contains the same data for a non-triggered pulsed simulation, in which the 

displacement of the top wall equaled the same increment as in Figure 5.11a. The 

contacts in the pulsed simulation slip significantly more. What’s more, the slipping 

contacts are preferentially under low normal force and at a high angle. Clearly the pulse 

is causing motion on a different set of contacts than the slow loading conditions. 
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Showing that a different population of grains shift in the pulsed case relative to a more 

typical loading history is not the same as showing that the pulse weakens the system. For 

this we turn to a brief discussion of grain dynamics. For a confined granular system that 

is subject to a shear force, like the system here, the friction between grains resists any 

sliding or rolling motion. When the shear force is greater than this frictional resistance, 

the grains will climb over each other to relieve the force (by rolling, sliding, or a 

combination). This climbing motion naturally increases the contact angle between two 

grains, and also necessitates local dilation in the layer. Because of the resolution of the 

Figure 5.11 Comparison of the contacts that slip when the system is subjected to a constant slow shear 

loading versus a sudden pulse in confining stress. Only contacts that slip Δs > 0 are included and plotted 

against the normal force on the contact. Red boxes mark the contacts that initially, before loading or 

pulsing, have a contact angle above 60⁰ (only for the contacts within the top 10% of slip magnitude). The 

comparison is made when the displacement of the top wall is equivalent. Clearly the pulse alters a different 

set of contacts than typical shear loading. The pulse allows for much higher slip, and that slip is 

concentrated among the contacts with less normal force. Slow loading allows for more slip along higher 

stress contacts because the stress has time to distribute throughout the grain pack. The pulse also 

preferentially shifts contacts at high contact angles. Essentially all of the contacts with the most slip in the 

pulsed simulation began at a high angle. From this it can be said that the pulse alters a different set of 

contacts than slow shear loading. 
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contact forces, the contact in position A exerts a greater overall resistance to the shear 

motion than a contact in positions B or C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the pulse, contacts are free to shift into weaker positions (from A to C). We track 

this movement and display the results in Figure 5.13 for the highest-slip contacts 

Figure 5.12 Simplified geometry of grains forcing dilation as they climb past each other. When the 

contact angle between grains is less than 90⁰, there must be dilation if the grains roll over each other. 

Figure 5.13 Change in contact angle due to the pulse. Points represent contacts that slip the most during 

the pulse, while the red squares highlight points that are initially at a high contact angle (> 60⁰). 

Percentages represent the number of high-angle contacts that become less stable, more stable, or are 

unchanged due to the pulse. 
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previously plotted in Figure 5.11. Contacts are ordered vertically by the amount of slip, 

from smallest at the bottom to largest at the top, then shifted horizontally according to 

the change in contact angle. Again, contacts that begin at high angles (> 60⁰) are marked 

with a red square. Overwhelmingly, contacts that begin at high angles are made less 

stable by the pulse, meaning that they shift into a position where they exert less frictional 

resistance against the shear force. Taken together, this suggests that the pulse 

preferentially alters high-angle contacts under low normal force by shifting them into a 

weaker position. This shift ultimately decreases the strength of the entire granular 

system. 

5.5 Conclusion 

When a granular system was subjected to small amplitude pulses in the normal stress, 

three behaviors were observed. Each of these behaviors can be explained by concurrent 

weakening in the strength of the granular pack and the shear force on the pack. The pulse 

causes a decrease in normal force, which allows for slight displacements of the grains. 

For the largest amplitude pulses, this displacement during the pulse is enough for the 

strength to fall below the shear force. The resulting force imbalance causes a subsequent 

slip event. Intermediate pulse amplitudes can also cause slip events, but only if the 

reverberations of the pulse through the system are large enough to continue to decrease 

the strength. At the smallest amplitudes, the initial pulse and any subsequent 

reverberations are unable to cause such weakening and no slip event occurs.  
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This behavior arises because the detailed grain movement can weaken the structure of 

the granular system with displacement, while only marginally relaxing the loading force. 

Importantly, this study shows that most of the grain contacts shifted by the pulse are 

high-angle grain contacts, above 60⁰, which under low normal force (Figure 5.11). At 

such high angles, and with less pressure on the contacts, the grain contacts exert less 

frictional resistance and it is easier to slide or roll without having to climb over the 

frustrating grain. This particular population of grains are not affected when the system is 

slowly loaded by increasing the shear force. Therefore, the slip events observed here are 

unique events, from a different population of contacts, which would not have occurred if 

the system had not been pulsed. 

Micromechanically, we were able to determine that high-angle contacts with low normal 

force slipped the most due to the pulse. By reloading non-triggering systems, we were 

also able to show that slip among this contact population results in a weaker system (S’ < 

Sₒ). However, we do not understand the specific mechanics of this link. Future work will 

focus on how this population of weak contacts, deforming locally within the granular 

system, can lead to a significant reduction in shear strength. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The study of dynamically triggered earthquakes has just begun. This work highlights one 

possible path for research on this topic. Since it remains impossible to predict exactly 

when an earthquake will strike, it is equally impossible to put the correct sensors in the 

correct positions to measure earthquake outputs – strain rates, displacements, and other 

parameters alongside the fault- before, during, and after an event. These are precisely the 

parameters that scientists need to characterize if they are to understand what forces a 

triggered fault is being subject to. What does one fault produce, and in what quantities 

and magnitudes, that is triggering activity in a separate fault in the far-field?  

 

Fortunately, dynamic rupture models can and are providing this information. The work 

presented here is an initial step in this direction, where off-fault outputs from our 

pulverized rock models show the variety of situations produced off the fault, from the 

sharp strain rate peaks produced during the supershear transition (Figure 4.5B) or the 

steady rise in the peak stress produced by a long-propagating subshear rupture (Figure 

4.4A). It remains to be seen how these near-fault features change with distance from the 

fault, and whether observations of triggering correlate well with any specific type of 

earthquake from any particular direction. Regardless, as long as the physical laws 

incorporated in dynamic rupture simulations hold true, they provide an exceptional 

window into this phenomenon. 
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Coupled with this advance is the continued work on the smallest of scales. Granular 

materials, with their jumble of fluid and solid-like behaviors, can be very complicated, 

and yet we know they play a major role in determining fault stability. The fault core is 

believed to be the weakest zone, and is exactly the area we expect to be most agitated by 

passing seismic waves. Furthermore, this work shows the range of behaviors that can be 

induced in granular materials even with simple perturbations. The ability of more 

realistic time-varying pulses to cause, or even prevent, slip is a further area of research. 

Tying in features of the fault core with broader knowledge of fault slip and rupture is 

necessary to reach a full understanding of fault behavior. There remains much work to 

be done.  
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation of Immediate Triggering Pulse Amplitudes 

During the pulse, the equation of motion is 

𝑚�̈� = 𝐹𝑜 + 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 𝑆𝑜(1 − 𝛽𝑥)

Here Fo and A have been normalized by the Normal Stress, but everything else is 

dimensional. 

𝑚�̈� = 𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜 + 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡) + 𝑆𝑜𝛽𝑥)

�̈� −
𝑆𝑜𝛽

𝑚
𝑥 =

(𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜)

𝑚
+
𝐴

𝑚
sin(𝜔𝑡) 

�̈� − 𝜙𝑥 = 𝜓 +
𝐴

𝑚
sin(𝜔𝑡) 

The solution to this equation, from Mathematica, is 

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝐴

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
sin(𝜔𝑡) −

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
−

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

The velocity is then 

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 −√𝜙𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝐴𝜔

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
cos(𝜔𝑡) 

Now our initial conditions are that there is no slip until t1, when the force reaches the 

strength for the first time. 𝑥(𝑡1) = 0, �̇�(𝑡1) = 0

Note: sin(𝜔𝑡1) =
𝑆𝑜−𝐹𝑜

𝐴
and using a trig identity cos(𝜔𝑡1) =

√𝐴2−(𝑆𝑜−𝐹𝑜)2

𝐴

Starting with displacement: 
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0 = 𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 −
𝐴

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
sin(𝜔𝑡1) −

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
−

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝐴

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
sin(𝜔𝑡1) +

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝐴

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
(
𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜

𝐴
) +

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
−𝜓

(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

𝐶1 = [
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
− 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1

Ok now let’s move to the velocity 

0 = √𝜙𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 −√𝜙𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 −
𝐴𝜔

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
cos(𝜔𝑡1) 

𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 = 𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 −
𝐴𝜔

𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
[
√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝐴
] 

𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 = [
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝐶2 𝑒−2√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 −

𝜔√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
− 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 −

𝜔√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

2 ∗ 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 =
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
−
𝜔√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
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𝑪𝟐 = [
𝝍𝝎𝟐

𝟐𝝓(𝝎𝟐 +𝝓)
−
𝝎√𝑨𝟐 − (𝑺𝒐 − 𝑭𝒐)𝟐

𝟐𝒎√𝝓(𝝎𝟐 +𝝓)
] 𝒆√𝝓𝒕𝟏

Let’s simplify this by setting a=
𝝍𝝎𝟐

𝟐𝝓(𝝎𝟐+𝝓)
b=

𝝎√𝑨𝟐−(𝑺𝒐−𝑭𝒐)𝟐

𝟐𝒎√𝝓(𝝎𝟐+𝝓)
c=

𝑨

𝟐𝒎(𝝎𝟐+𝝓)

𝑪𝟐 = [𝒂 − 𝒃] 𝒆√𝝓𝒕𝟏

Now we need to go back and plug this into our C1 expression 

𝐶1 =
𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝐶2 𝑒−2√𝜙𝑡1 = 2𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝐶2 𝑒−2√𝜙𝑡1

𝐶1 = 2𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − [[𝑎 − 𝑏] 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒−2√𝜙𝑡1

𝐶1 = 2𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − [𝑎 − 𝑏] 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1

𝐶1 = 2𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 −  𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1

𝐶1 = 𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1

𝑪𝟏 = [𝒂 + 𝒃] 𝒆−√𝝓𝒕𝟏

Back to the original equation to plug in 

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝐴

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
sin(𝜔𝑡) −

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
−

𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 + 𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 2𝑎 −
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑎 + 𝑏] 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 + [𝑎 − 𝑏] 𝑒√𝜙𝑡1𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 2𝑎 −
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑎 + 𝑏] 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)  +  [𝑎 − 𝑏] 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 2𝑎 −
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙
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𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑎 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) + 𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) + 𝑏 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) −   𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 2𝑎

−
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑎 [𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) + 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)] + 𝑏 [𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) − 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)] − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝑡) − 2𝑎

−
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

𝒙(𝒕) = 𝟐𝒂𝐜𝐨𝐬𝐡 (√𝝓(𝒕 − 𝒕𝟏)) + 𝟐𝒃 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐡 (√𝝓(𝒕 − 𝒕𝟏)) − 𝟐𝒄 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝝎𝒕) − 𝟐𝒂 −
𝝍

𝝎𝟐 +𝝓

Velocity 

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 −√𝜙𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝐴𝜔

𝑚(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
cos(𝜔𝑡) 

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙𝐶1 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 −√𝜙𝐶2 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 − 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝑡)

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙[𝑎 + 𝑏] 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)  − √𝜙[𝑎 − 𝑏] 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)  − 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝑡)

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙𝑎 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) +√𝜙𝑏 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) −√𝜙𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) +√𝜙𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)

− 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝑡) 

�̇�(𝑡) = √𝜙𝑎 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) −√𝜙𝑎 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) +√𝜙𝑏 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) +√𝜙𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1)

− 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝑡) 

�̇�(𝒕) = 𝟐√𝝓𝐚𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐡 (√𝝓(𝒕 − 𝒕𝟏)) + 𝟐√𝝓𝐛 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝐡 (√𝝓(𝒕 − 𝒕𝟏))  − 𝟐𝝎𝒄 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝝎𝒕) 

When the pulse is completed, the equation of motion changes to 

�̈� − 𝜙𝑥 = 𝜓 
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Which has a solution of 

𝑥𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = 𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡 −
𝜓

𝜙

�̇�𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = √𝜙𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝑡 −√𝜙𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡

Here our boundary condition is more complex. The pulse starts motion of the grains 

when it first reaches the strength at t1. At time t2=pi, the pulse is completed and the 

solution should equal the solution after the pulse is finished. 

So first, we need to calculate the position and velocity at t2=pi from our current 

solutions. 

𝑥(𝜋) = 2𝑎 cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + 2𝑏 sinh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝜋) − 2𝑎 −
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙

�̇�(𝜋) = √𝜙𝑎 sinh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + √𝜙b cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1))  − 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝜋) 

Then set the solution after the pulse equal to this: 

𝑥𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜋) = 𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 −
𝜓

𝜙

= 2𝑎 cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + 2𝑏 sinh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝜋) − 2𝑎

−
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙
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𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= 2𝑎 cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + 2𝑏 sinh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) − 2𝑐 sin(𝜔𝜋) − 2𝑎

−
𝜓

𝜔2 + 𝜙
+
𝜓

𝜙

Let’s focus on those last few constant terms: 

−
𝜓

(𝜔2 +𝜙)
+
𝜓

𝜙

−
𝜓𝜙

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
+
𝜓(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

−
𝜓𝜙

𝜙(𝜔2+𝜙)
+

𝜓𝜔2

𝜙(𝜔2+𝜙)
+

𝜓𝜙

𝜙(𝜔2+𝜙)
= +2𝑎    so the constants cancel out 

At the end of the pulse, the sine term is also zero (at the half-period point): 

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = 2𝑎 cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + 2𝑏 sinh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1))

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = 𝑎(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) + 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1)) + 𝑏(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) − 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1))

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = 𝑎(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) + 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1)) + 𝑏(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) − 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1))

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= 𝑎(𝑒√𝜙𝜋𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋𝑒√𝜙𝑡1) + 𝑏(𝑒√𝜙𝜋𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋𝑒√𝜙𝑡1)

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = (a𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 + b𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1)𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + (a𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝑏𝑒√𝜙𝑡1)𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = [(a + b)𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 + [(a − 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

𝐶3 = [(a + b)𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1]

𝐶4 = [(a − 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙𝑡1]
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𝑥𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = (𝑎 + 𝑏) 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) + (𝑎 − 𝑏) 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡−𝑡1) −
𝜓

𝜙

𝑥𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑎 cosh (√𝜙(𝑡 − 𝑡1))  + 𝑏 sinh (√𝜙(𝑡 − 𝑡1)) −
𝜓

𝜙

𝑥𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) =
𝜓𝜔2

2𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
 cosh (√𝜙(𝑡 − 𝑡1))  +

𝜔√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

2𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 +𝜙)
 sinh (√𝜙(𝑡 − 𝑡1))

−
𝜓

𝜙

Moving to the velocity part: 

�̇�𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜋) = √𝜙𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 −√𝜙𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= √𝜙asin h (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1)) + √𝜙b cosh (√𝜙(𝜋 − 𝑡1))  − 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝜋) 

√𝜙𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 −√𝜙𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= √𝜙a (𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) − 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1)) + √𝜙b(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) + 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1))  

− 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝜋) 

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 − 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= a (𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) − 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1)) + b(𝑒√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1) + 𝑒−√𝜙(𝜋−𝑡1))  

− 2𝜔𝑐 cos(𝜔𝜋) 

The cosine term is near 1 at this time. This term will be a constant on the end, which we 

ignore. 

𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 − 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋

= a (𝑒√𝜙𝜋𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 − 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋𝑒√𝜙𝑡1) + b(𝑒√𝜙𝜋𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 + 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋𝑒√𝜙𝑡1) 
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𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 − 𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 = (a + b)𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1 𝑒√𝜙𝜋 − (𝑎 − b)𝑒√𝜙𝑡1 𝑒−√𝜙𝜋 

𝐶3 = [(a + b)𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1]

𝐶4 = [(a − 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙𝑡1]

The pulse dies when the velocity goes to zero. This will occur at t2: 

�̇�𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡2) = √𝜙𝐶3 𝑒√𝜙𝑡2 −√𝜙𝐶4 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡2 = 0

[(a + b)𝑒−√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒√𝜙𝑡2 − [(a − 𝑏)𝑒√𝜙𝑡1] 𝑒−√𝜙𝑡2 = 0

[(a + b)] 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) − [(a − 𝑏)]𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) = 0

𝑎 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) + 𝑏 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) −  a𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) + 𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) = 0

𝑎 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) −  a𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) + 𝑏 𝑒√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) + 𝑏 𝑒−√𝜙(𝑡2−𝑡1) = 0

𝑎 sinh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) + 𝑏 cosh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) = 0 

𝑎 sinh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) + 𝑏 cosh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) = 0 

𝑎 tanh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)) + 𝑏 = 0 

tanh (√𝜙(𝑡2 − 𝑡1))  = −𝑏/𝑎 

The hyperbolic tangent is never larger than 1, so 

1 ≥ −𝑏/𝑎 

Now plug in our variables: 

a=
𝜓𝜔2

2𝜙(𝜔2+𝜙)
b=

𝜔√𝐴2−(𝑆𝑜−𝐹𝑜)2

2𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2+𝜙)

−𝑏/𝑎 ≤ 1 

𝑏/𝑎 ≥ 1 
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𝜔√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

2𝑚√𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)
∗
2𝜙(𝜔2 + 𝜙)

𝜓𝜔2
≥ 1 

√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝑚
∗
√𝜙

𝜓𝜔
≥ 1 

What we want is an amplitude above which triggering will be induced. So we solve for 

A. 

√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2 ≥
𝑚𝜓𝜔

√𝜙

Recall 𝜙 =
𝑆𝑜𝛽

𝑚
, 𝜓 =

𝐹𝑜−𝑆𝑜

𝑚

√𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2 ≥
𝑚𝜔

√𝑆𝑜𝛽
𝑚

𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜
𝑚

𝐴2 − (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)
2 ≥

𝜔2𝑚

𝑆𝑜𝛽
(𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜)

2

𝐴2 ≥
𝜔2𝑚

𝑆𝑜𝛽
(𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜)

2 + (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)
2

𝐴 ≥ √
𝜔2𝑚

𝑆𝑜𝛽
(𝐹𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜)2 + (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)2

𝐴 ≥ (𝑆𝑜 − 𝐹𝑜)√1 +
𝜔2𝑚

𝑆𝑜𝛽

This is equation 5.18 and says that pulse amplitudes larger than this will prevent the slip 

velocity from going to zero and trigger a slip event. Note: A and 𝐹𝑜 are normalized by N. 




